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ABSTrt.ACT 

Pronunciation is an important component of English teaching, 

particularly in a non-English speaking country like China, 

where students' exposure to the target language may be only 

listening to tapes or to the teacher in class, or occasionally 

watching a film in English, if these audio-visual facilities 

are available. 

However, the majority of teachers do not. pay enough attention 

to pronunciation because it always competes for class times 

with other aspects of language teaching. Moreover, it is not 

usually tested. As a re.sul t, after several years of studying 

English, some students still cannot speak or read a1.oud with 

any degree of accuracy or fluency, 

The.re fore it is essential that in Cbi.na, the teache.r 's 

professional inventory should include acquaintance with basic 

articulatory phonetics and the phonological system of English, 

because the teacher is inevitably a pronunciation model for the 

student. Furthermore, the correction of students' aberrant 

pronunciation is a continuing task tbroughout years of teaching 

at different levels, and one which requires patience and 

alertness as well as effective techniques. 
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with the rapid development of edLication in China, tbe problem 

of effective teaching of pronunciation has become more 

prominent. According to the government's plan, the number of 

students planned to be enrolled in tertiary ins ti tut ions alone 

will increase by 42.2 per cent from 1981 to 1985. foreign 

language teaching, in theory, starts from the third year of 

primary school and continues right through the second year of 

college. The training of teachers at these levels, especially 

at the primary and secondary levels, is a serious problem. 

Pronunciation is an inescapable part of language teaching. The 

questions raised in this paper and the suggestions made may, in 

part, assist with the training of the large numbers of 

effective speakers of foreign languages that thina needs. 
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CHAPTER 1: FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN CHINESE EDUCATION 

1.1 Introduction 

(1) 
since the remo11al of the Gang of Four , drastic changes in 

Chinese policies have been brought about. From the autumn of 

1976, the new leadership has pursued a new set of goals, 

announced as the program of Four Modernizations - agriculture, 

industry, national defence, and science and technology, China, 

since then, has entered a 'new era'. 

The 'new era' implies abandonment of what went immediately 

before it and the promise of better things to come. In 

education, rejection of what immediately preceded the 'new era' 

requires little justification because the 'Cultural Revolution' 

in effect destroyed the system of education and plunged a 

generation of Chinese youth into an abyss of ignorance . 

After nearly a decade of virtually no formal education, the 

magnitude of the nation's educational problems seems painfully 

clear to the present leadership. This awareness has led not 

only to full-scale and determined mobilization of members of 

the educational professional and students, but also of all 

(l) The 'Gang of Four': Jiang Qing, wife of t~e late C~airrnan 
Mao, Zhang Chun Qiao, wang HongWen and Yao Wen Yuan 
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party, state, industry, agriculture, commerce, media, and army 

resources. our dual objective is to eradicate vestiges of the 

influence of the 'Cultural Revolution' and to establish a new 

educational order that will directly contribute to the nation's 

Four Modernizations. 

In recent years, China's contact with other countries in the 

fields of economy, culture, science and technology has greatly 

increased. Foreign language teaching, especially English 

language teaching, is playing an important role in the 

modernization of the country, because among the 4,000 living 

languages in the world, English is by far the most widely used, 

and it is viewed as an indispensable tool which can facilitate 

access to modern scientific and technological advances as well 

as being a medium to promote commerce, anc understanding 

between China and the other countries. 

In this Chapter, education in China, with emphasis on the 

teaching of English, is reviewed, so as to provide a background 

for this paper. 

1.2 Education in General 

Education has been designated by the country as a strategically 

::.raportant area along with agricult1.:re, energy, communications 

and science for ovBrall national economical development 

(Hu, 1982). Domestic and foreign experience in the past few 
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decades confirms that education is one of the basic building 

blocks for a prosperous and strong country. Educated workers 

and people with professional knowledge and skills are 

indispensable to China's modernization drive. Without them, 

China .cannot fully utilize its rich natural resources, 

manufacture and use advanced eguipment and develop production 

rapidly. 

However, the foundation of China's education is weak f or 

various reasons. over the past 33 years, 10 mill ion students 

(Beijing Review 1982b) graduated from secondary technical 

schools, colleges and universities. This figure is too small 

for a country with a po!?ula t ion of l, 0 30 mi 11 ion people. The 

proportion of people •11ho have received a secondary school or 

college education in China is far below that in the developed 

countries. A few decades will be needed for our whole nation's 

cultural, scientific and technical level to catch up with that 

of t.he advanced countries. This reality forces us to ta~e 

prompt measures to train competent professional people and give 

priority to education. If we fail to expand the scale and 

raise the level of our education in the 1980 's, we will not 

have enough competent people in the l990's. To achieve China's 

educational goals, institutions of higher learning are gearing 

up to meet the demand for qualified intellectuals to serve 

economic and cultural construction. 

Chin;;i's institutions of higher learning can be classified into 

full-time universities and colleges and other types . There 

; 
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were 205 of these in 1949, and 598 in 197 8. By the end of 

1982, the number of full-time universities and colleges had 

increased to more than 7 00, with an enrolment of l. 35 million 

students, nearly eleven times that of the early post-liberation 

period (Beijing Review 1983) • These institutions are centres 

of teaching and scientific research. They employ a full-time 

teaching staff of 250,000, of whom 4 1 231 are professors, 20,000 

associate professors, and 118,000 lecturers (Beijing Review, 

1983). 

In addition to full-time schools, the Central Radio and TV 

University was set up in February 1979 and 25 similar ones were 

established by provincial departments, enrolling 800,000 

students in the past three years. In addition, workers and 

staff universities (i.e. spare-time universities organized by 

and affiliated to a factory or a unit), peasants universities 

(part-time universities organized by the commune on county 

level), correspondence universities and evening universities 

had 490,000 students {Beijing Review, 1983). In 1982 alone, 

290,000 students were taken in, and the number will be 

increased to l.l million in 1987, a 280% increase (Zhao, 1983). 

To encourage the establishment of schools and independent 

study, the Ministry of Education recently set up a r:ational 

examination committee which administers nationwide tests for 

graduates from schools run by units withcut licer.se frcm the 

Ministry of Education (i.e. they are regarded as !10n-l ict=nsed 

-•,:r: 
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schools, because they are not under the supervision of the 

Ministry of Education or local department of education), 

certifies the standard of the gcaduates if the students' exam 

scores are up to the required level, and issues dipl omas. 

Employed young people are eagerly studying and already mor e 

than 10,000 people in Beijing (Beijing Review, 1983) alone have 

sat for the national university-equivalency exam. In response 

to the desires cf these young people, many private schools and 

remedial classes have come into existence, and the educational 

Eield is flourishing. 

Nevertheless, China's higher education is still confronted with 

the following problems: 

There are more than 230 million illiterate or barely 

educated people in China, almost one fourth of the 

population. 

The scale of tertiary education is small and the 

number of students is limited. For every 10,000 

people there are 11.6 university students. India has 

58.4, the soviet union 106, Japan 210 and the USA 507 

(China Daily, 1983). 

China is far down the list, the third lowest, among 

the countries cf the world in terrr.s of the average 

amount of money spent on education per person. It is 

also one of the few which does not have cc1qx1lsory 

schooling. 
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The quality of education needs to be improved. 

Intellectual development not only refers to the 

students' school records and thei.r levels of 

knowledge, but also includes broadening and updating 

th,eir knowledge and their abilities to analyse and 

tackle problems. 

The curricula offered by institutions of higher 

learning are out-of-balance. The proportion of 

finance, management, political science, law, and 

liberal arts should be increased. 

Education was one of the most talked-about subjects among 

delegates to the Sixth National People's Congress in June, 

1983. The Congress received 381 letters of suggestion and 

criticism on these subjects from its deputies. Premier Zhao 

Ziyang said in his report: 

"From now on we should stress the development of 
man-power resou.rces, giving priority to the promotion 
of education, science and technology." 

Delegates responded to this :nessage with concrete suggestions: 

62 people jointly proposed that the State select 50 

well-staffed and we 11-equ ipped schools out of the 704 

institutions of higher learning and give major support for the 

development of these 50 institutions. 

Never:i:heless, deleg,,tes said that it enough attention is given 

to education by governmental administrations at all levels, 
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great improvements can be achieved. TWO years ago, 80% of the 

J million workers ar,d employees in Beijing had an education 

below the level of a middle school student. Many were 

illiterate. But in the past two years several thousand evening 

and spare-time training schools have been established and 

attended by mo1·e than one million people (China Daily July 4, 

1983). 

Under the Sixth Five-Year Plan (1981-1985), the number of 

students planned to be enrolled in full-time institutions of 

higher learning will increase from 280,000 to 400,000 in 1985, 

a 42.2% rise. Total enrolment in these institutions alone will 

reach 1.3 million, an increase of 13.6% over 1980. The number 

of graduates over the five yea.r:s will total 1.5 million. 'l'he 

Ministry of Education predicts that institutions of higher 

learning will take in over 600,000 full-time students in 1990, 

twice the 1980 figure, thus raising the number of full-time 

undergraduate students to about 2 million (Beijing Review, 

1983) . But the actual number is likely to greatly exceed the 

original estimates. According to this year's (1983) plan, 

among. the 1.67 million candidates, 360,000 stucents have been 

admitted into higher learning institutions, a 14% rise over 

last year (Peoole's Daily, July 1, 1983). Education is a 

growth industry in China. 

~he following charts may give a simple and explicit description 

of education of higher learning in China. They are based on 

figures given in the press. 
.-~ 
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Number of Institutions of Higher Learning 

Year 
Numbe 1949 

205 

1978 l 983 

598 70Li,. 

-------------~-------------

Enrolment in Institutions of Hiaher Learnina 

315 000 
280,000 

1981 1982 

360,000 
I 

1983 

550 ,,ooo 

400,000 

l985 198 7 

600,000 

1990 

In addition, workers anci staff universities, feasants 

universities, correspondence universities anc radio and TV 

universities are likely to develop faster than :ull-time 

univ-ersit.ies. The total enrolment will probably surpass those 

o[ fLlll-time universities { 13) . 
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Post-graduate education, which has been restored and developed 

in the past few years, will continue to develop rapidly. In 

1980, graduate schools enrolled J, 600 new students; in 1981, 

11,000; in 1985, a projected 20,000 (Beijing Review, 1983). 

The continuous development of the national economy and greater 

investment in education are the prequisites for achieving 

China's goal to upgrade higher education. It has been decided 

that the following measures are needed (Beijing Review, 1983): 

Establish new universities and colleges and open more 

departments and specialities in existing institutions of 

higher learning. 

Enlarge enrolment while maintaining quality. 

Develop short-term vocational colleges. 

Train cadres in rotation. 

When these tasks are accomplished, the cultural and scientific 

level of the whole nation will be raised markedly. However, at 

present, teachers are facing a challenging task. 

l.3 f'orei-:rn I.,anq uaq es in Educatior. 

In recent years, an eagerness to learn English on the part of 
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people of all ages has developed, connected to the drive tc 

modernize the country and cp€n her door wider to the .rest of 

the world . Foreign trade, scientific and technical exchange 

and foreign tourism within China are all increasing rapidly. 

Of all those languages now being studied, English has received 

particular stress because of its international importance. 

China is now doing everything possible to raise the quality of 

English teaching. This is being done in order to strengthen 

ties with friendly nations and to acquiz:e technical knowledge 

from western countries as well as to realize the goal of 

self-reliance and to raise the cultural and scientific level of 

the Chinese people as a whole. 

A number of Chinese youngsters in big cities now get their 

first English lesson in primary school. 

is part of the regular curriculum. 

In middle schools, it 

Beginning in 1980, an 

English test has become a compulsory part of the entrance exams 

for colleges and universities. outside of the school system, 

many are studying en their own, aided by spare-time courses, 

language broadcasts and informal study groups. Th~ large 

po~ulation, the immense size of the country, and the disrupt i on 

to all levels of higher education caused by the 'Cultural 

Revolution' pose a lot of additional problems, such as the lack 

of qualified teachers of English at various levels, of suitable 

teaching materials and of research into teaching materials and 

of research into teaching methods. 

The Ministry of Education has taken remedia~ measures to 

,, ';~ 
;~~ 

J,·~ 

<t~ 
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overcome the difficulties we are confronted with so that we can 

meet the demands of the immense expansion of foreign language 

study. In 1978 there were two conferences {Cowan et al, 1979), 

at which discussions were held concerning the future 

or- ientation of foreign language teaching. 

the conferences were: 

The aims of one of 

1. to raise the quality of foreign language teaching 

at the secondary and primary school levels; 

2. to improve the foreign language proficiency of 

natural science students; 

3 . to provide assistance to workers and peasants as 

well as students who wish to improve their 

knowledge of English. 

The ether conference was convened in the same year to discuss 

testing materials. In addition, a series of other measures 

have been taken. From 1978 to 1982, 12,000 Chinese were sent 

to 54 countries to study: the majority in natural sciences, 

but some specializing in languages and social sciences (Beijing 

Review, 1982c). since then, more students of English have been 

sent abroad to study. Taking Beijing Second Institute of 

Foreign Languages £or example, 80% of the teachers have had 

training in TESOL abroad, and the rest have received different 

forms of training at home. But taking the rapid development of 

education alone into consideration, the f:r<= sent nuIT.bec of 
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teachers of English is far from sufficient. Our country needs 

more teachers of English, more tourist guides, more 

interpreters and more scientists and technicians who can 

communicate in a foreign language. 

Taking only one of the aims of the above-mentioned conference 

into account, i.e. raising the quality of foreign l anguage 

teaching at the secondary and primary school levels, we are 

facing a challenging problem. As pointed out before, the 

English course is a part of the regular curriculum of the 

seccndary school, and primary education has become the norm in 

more than one-third of the counties in the country. Plans have 

been drawn up to extend universal primary education through the 

country before 1990. Although English is net available in all 

primary schools, this is the goal we are striving to achieve. 

1.4 A Short Historv of the English Lan~uag e Teaching in China 

The study of the past may not predict the future, but an 

acquaintance with wh.:} t has preceded can provide a '.<ey to the 

understanding of the way things are and why they are as they 

are. Whether or not such ~nowledge really improves future 

prospects can be discussed, but people who are aware of change 

and the forces behind it are mo.re capable of anticipating and 

,,;djusting to ':he continuous innovat:on in their life and work. 

The teacher especially, ;,eeds to b1;: attuned to the pcivailing 

tendency of the times ar.d be able to i:ldjust to the C'Jrriculum 
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revisions brought about by the existing economic and social 

conditions. Teaching does not occur in a vacuum. Any subject 

occupies a position in the curriculum in order to meet a need 

of all or part of the school population. Foreign language 

teaching is no exception. As conditions change, the course 

objectives are altered. 

An understanding of what has been done in this area enables 

teachers to better comprehend the forces that influence their 

profession. Roughly speaking, English language teaching can 

be divided into the following th r ee main periods, 

1.4.l Qing's "Reformation" and Learning From Japan: 1862-1922 

After suffering successive ignominious setbacks in her war with 

other nations, the Qing Dynasty of China was awakened more and 

more to western civilization, especially after the war with 

Japan. There were people who had seen the necessity of reform, 

and who constantly discussed why Japan had so quickly succeeded 

in making herself a modern power, and why China was not 

succeeding in doing so (Eberhard 1966:297). They felt the need 

to reform and to learn from Japan and the west. Petitions were 

presented in to the Emperor, and finally the first language 

school Tongwenquan (meaning foreign language school) was 

established in l862, during the reign of Emperor Tong Z::ii, to 

teach Eng2.ish, French and Japanese (Wang 1981; 653-662). The 

first instructor from overseas was an Englishman named Burton; 

'.'1 

.:ii~ 
.-£ 
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the first principal was an American, W.A.P, Martin. In the 

early years only children under the age of fourteen were 

admitted. Later adults were accepted. In 1863 and 1864 such 

language schools were set up respectively in Shanghai and 

Canton, and in August 1872, the Qing government first sent 30 

students to study in the USA, and in 1876, 30 students to 

France and England (Gernet, 1982). 

At that time, Japan, a country close to China both 

geographically and culturally, seemed like a model in every 

field education, institutions, army, etc. The Japanese 

influence was reinforced by the large number of Chinese 

students who went to Japan to complete their education in the 

universities, technical s:chools and military academies 

(estimated 15,000 in 1906) (Gernet, 1982). 

It was usually through Japanese translation that Chinese 

students made contact at that time with the literary and 

philosophical works of the west. The art of translation 

received increasing attention. Yen Fu (1853-1921), a famous 

Chinese translator, after receiving a classical education at 

home, went to Great Britain with the Royal Navy. On his return 

to China in the closing years of the nineteenth century, he 

became one of the first translators cf the Eng 1 ish 

revolutionary philosophers. He first translated Darwin's 

"Origin of SpBcies'', and many other articles followed between 
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1900 and 1910. His theories of translation "fidelity, fluency 

and elegance" (Chao 1968) are still considered to be yardsticks 

for evaluating translation, 

Anothe.i;. scholar, Ma Jian-zhong (1845-1900), who was conversant 

in Latin, Greek, French and English, submitted a petition to 

the Imperial Court. He requested that an institute be 

established to train people who would be able to translate 

foreign textbooks and publications into Chinese. His 

recommendation was not opposed by the Emperor. The Educational 

Program issued by the Imperial Court in 1902 indicated that 

foreign languages, particularly English, should be taught in 

colleges as well as in primary and secondary schools (Mou, 

1962). English continued to be one of the required subjects at 

all schools above the primary level, with no change of its 

position in the curricult..m until the founding of the people's 

Republic in 1949 (Wang, 1981) . 

In the middle of this per.i.od, after 1902, the edu.cational 

system of ChiI'.a underwent a thorcugh transformation to follow 

the example of Japan. English classes were increased from 

three hours to an average of eight hours per week. Emphasis 

was placed on comprehension and translation, with less 

attention paid to the spoken J.anguage. Equal impor ta nee was 

attached to the study of grammar, which was taught on the basis 

of the parts of speech before a knowledge of syntax was 

provided. For each part of speech, a defini.tion was first 
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given, with explanations and illustrations. The grammatical 

rules thus given were neither structural nor coherent, and 

traditional usage was emphasized, the sentences quoted being 

mostly from classical works. The study of everyday speech was 

neglected because it was considered to be vulgar and of no 

immediate value. Lectures were given in the Chinese language, 

and the text was also explained by the teacher in Chinese. 

Knowledge of grammar was so important that the above mentioned 

scholar Ma Jianzhong produced a Chinese grammar book based on 

Latin and English grammar - the first of its kind ever written 

for the Chinese language, which by then had been in existence 

over 3,000 years. The book enjoyed wide publicity and 

exercised a great influence on the teaching of English grammar 

(Wang 1981) • 

English grammar books widely used during that period were 

J.C. Nesfield's "Idiom, Grammar and Synthesis for High 

Schools", D. Lattimore' s "A Complete English Grammar for 

Chinese Studentstt, 

The methodology adopted in schools during this period was the 

grammar-translation approach, t.hen prevailing in Japan and the 

western world. Grammar was regarded as the core of the living 

language and it was divorced from the text and singled out for 

separate stud1•. Grammatical rules were illustrated with 

examples, and were to be memori.2.ed and recited by the learner, 

but: .he often could hardly understand the structural relation of 

sentences in the text. :n a word, the study of grammar was 

.. 

:: j 
,,j 

)_.": ~ 
\f 

'>'."J 
··'l? 

'.'.l;.'iT1••••~:~iii'liiiN11ii:11iii~;,~\~/.;':~ 
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both the aim and the means of learning a second language 

(Wang, 1981) • 

1,4,2. · American and British Influence: 1922-1949 

In 1922, when China became more open to the outside ...-orld, a 

"New system of Education" was put into practice. Instead of 

the Japanese example, British and American educational systems 

were -introduced into China. During this period teaching was 

characterized by the fact that instruction hours in ordinary 

schools were somewhat reduced, totalling about five periods a 

week as an average. The only exceptions were a few missionary 

schools in China and those universities and colleges offering 

English as a major. 

The aim of teaching English during this period in Chinese 

junior; secondary schools was to train the stl!dents to be able 

to speak simple English in daily life and to arouse the 

interest of the students in the study of western literature. 

For the senior middle schools, the aims of teaching English 

were to enable the students to gain a practical knowledge of 

the language; to provide the students with an overview of 

English and American literature as well as to culti 11ate t:'1e 

student's interest in studying the culture of other nations. 

Al though during 

linguistics was 

this period 

gradually 

the study of pedagogy and 

introduced into Chi:1a, t.he 
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gram..~ar-translation approach still exercised great influence on 

teaching methods, especially when emphasis was placed on 

literary works (Wang 1981). 

During this period Western teaching methodology and linguistics 

were introduced into China. In university departments of 

English phonetics was taught, and the International Phonetic 

transcriptions were in traduced and gradually took the place of 

those of the Webster and oxford dictionaries. Some schools 

began to be more interested in the linguistic theories of Otto 

Jesperson and Harold Palmer. Still others were experimenting 

with the direct method approach to language teaching. 

Textbooks of mathematics, physics and chemistry in English were 

used in universities and colleges and even in a number of 

secondary schools, 

In the port cities of China the use of English became more 

popular. In sports, English terms were employed, and films 

from western countries were screened. Newspapers and 

advertisments in English also appeared, especially in Shanghai 

Missionary schools and orgain izations of the YMCA and British 

council carried out various community and social activities. 

The study of English became so widespread that even rickshawmen 

in Shanghai spoke some pidgin English. 

ro these years a variety of textbooks of English language and 

literature were used in instituticns of higher learni:1g and 
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even in secondary schools. Several publishers in China, like 

the commercial Press, the Zhonghua Book Company, and the 

Kaiming Book Store, either reprinted books from England and the 

United States or distributed English textbooks compiled by 

Chinese scholars. These textbooks varied in content and in 

methods of preparation. The most popular readers used then in 

secondary schools included such books as "The Life and 

Adventures of Robinson Crusoeu, "Stories from the Arabian 

Nights", "The King of the Golden River", "Treasure Island", 

"Tales from Shakespeare", and "A Christmas Carol". At that 

time Commercial Press, the largest English publishe.r in China, 

brought out several English periodicals and magazines such as 

the "English Weekly", "The English ?eriodicals" and the 

"Chinese English weekly». Several English newspapers and 

periodicals published by British and American journalists 

appeared in a few major cities like Shanghai and Beijing, toe 

leading ones being the "China weekly Review" and the "China 

Daily News". All these facilitated the study of English by 

students and other intellectuals (Wang 1981). 

From the above, one may gain some idea about the English 

teaching in the big cities at that time. However, since 

teaching literature was adopted as an approach to English, 

naturally the grammar-translation method was the most relevant 

method of teaching. 

Consequently, a good many students were not interested in 
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producing English in either the spoken or the written form. 

They wished to acquire reading ability in their quest f.or 

knowledge of Western scientific, technical, educational, 

cultural, governmental, and other developments; they d.id not 

wish to take the time required to learn to speak or write. 

Such people were not interested in the oral side of the 

language. Still others wished only to translate. This 

emphasis was very strong. The idea was for some experts to 

translate as much technical material from English as possible 

so that other students might get on with their work in their 

own language without bothering to learn English. 

Taking literary works as an example, Lin Shu (1852-1924), a 

famous translator, who did not know any foreign language, 

adopted very freely, on the basis of translations made to him 

orally, more than one hundred and sixty western novels by 

authors as different as Walter Scott, Defoe, Dickens, Ibsen and 

Victor Hugo (Eberhard 1966). 

The heavy emphasis on grammar and literature in teaching 

resulted in the students' inefficiency in spoken 

communication. An attempt was made, then, to teach the oral 

skills vi~ the "direct method", which was at the time Quite new 

in China. 

Tilis approach was a great challenge to the grammar-translation 

approach, because teaching thus was done in the target language 
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only, and oral drills took priority in the teaching process. 

In some universities or a few secondary schools, particularly 

those in the big cities like Shanghai, Peking, Canton, this 

method was tried out, because some teachers thought that 

learning a foreign language through translation is "necessarily 

defective and incomplete" {Cochran 1958). It was assumed t.hat 

no two languages had exact meaning equivalents either in words 

or structure, so the use of the learner's native tongue would 

lead to confusion of the two language patterns. They claimed 

that the student, from the beginning, had to learn to "think in 

the foreign language". The extreme advocates of the direct 

method expressed a profound distaste for grammar rules and 

insisted on using English exclusively in teaching. Class work 

was supplemented with extracurricular activities such as 

singing songs, and performing in the new language, Even 

Shakespearean plays such as "Hamlet" and adapt ions of novels, 

such as npride and Prejudice", were staged by students 

(Wang 19 81) • 

On a teaching level, many language teachers also e.xper irnented 

with ways and means to make effective use of the direct 

method, Discussion of t.h is method appeared in Chinese 

periodicals and magazines, but as there were different 
) 

interpretations of the wirect method and the modifications of 

it, some confusion and controversy arose among the language 

teachers in the course of practising it. Arguments were put 

forward, and some realized with hindsight that students trained 
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by this method were often poor at spelling and vocabulary, as 

well as at judging whether a sentence was grammatically 

correct. Many scholars also raised the objection that the 

method was not suitable for adults. 

Underlying these claims, there was the fact that this method's 

heavy demands en spoken language also caused a special problem 

in that large numbers of Chinese teachers of foreign language 

were not native speakers of the language they were teaching. 

They were unable to provide a suitable model for students to 

imitate. As a consequence, a variant and nonstandard dialect 

of the foreign language taught was propagated in the schools. 

Poor teacher training also contributed to the failure of the 

direct-method which was designed for use in the west and for a 

learning style that existed in the west. It is not always wise 

to train teachers to use the same methodology without any 

modifications in a country with a different historical and 

cultural background. However, teachers and students felt the 

need ta put the English language into practical use, and the 

wide use of this approach also brought about social 

repercussions. For ex~mple, the prevalence of English in the 

country 

contacts 

greatly 

between 

facilitated communications 

the Chinese people and 

and pe.csonal 

those of the 

English-speaking countries. This method exercised considerable 

influence over the teaching of English in China for a period of 

ti~e before world Wa.t II. 
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1.4.3. Liberation: after 1949 

1.4.3.1. Transition to Socialist Education: 1949-1965 

The ffrst decade of the period witnessed a drastic change in 

language instruction. Since China was cut off from t he West 

then, English became less popular. Moreover, as a result of 

the trend to learning from the USSR, in most of the 

universities and colleges, and even in secondary schools, only 

Russian was taught as a second language. Many teachers of 

English were retrained to teach Russian; and the content of the 

textbooks was radically changed. But a few universities still 

offered English. The teaching of English was at the time 

dominated by the structural approach in institutions of foreign 

languages, as characterized by the fact that no Chinese was 

supposed to be used in class. For beginners, pattern drills 

were the core, through repetition or through substitution 

drills, with dialogues attached to each lesson. Much stress 

was laid on listening and speaking. Grammar was not explicitly 

taught but was learned unconsciously through repetition and 

pattern drills. The meanings of the patterns were sometimes 

irrelevant to each other, the idea being to train the learners 

mechanically to achieve automatic reactions. 

This teaching method was then used to teach only a small number 

of English-major students. Mo:::eover curing the period 

; 

immediately after Liberation China was largely cu t off from t~e 
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West. only those textbooks compiled by Russian writers could 

be found in the book shops, and a few limited and out-of-date 

reference books published in the West could be referred to. 

Tapes and audio-visual aids were non-existent. Since English 

was no longer a popular subject, a number of graduates from the 

English departments in the few univeristies that still offered 

English were assigned work that had nothing to do with the 

language they had learned. 

l.~.3.2. Influence of "Cultural Revolution": 1965-1976 

During this period great changes took place because of the 

under the dictatorship of the "Gang of 

Four", the meaning of education was di strayed beyond 

recognition. Anti-intellectualism was pervasive. The radicals 

contended that "more knowledge means being more reactionary" 

and the public was taught to believe that "learning is 

useless". 

shortened, 

courses at most levels of education had been 

for example, each cf the junior and senior 

secondary-school programs were reduced from three to two 

years. Courses in the faculty of arts in universities were 

shortened from five to three years. Meanwhile primai:y 

schooling was reduced from six to five years. Dur :i.ng the 

"Cultural Revolution", when "Workers Propaganda Teams" came to 

universities anc colleges to take over power to end the 

"domination of O,H schools and colleges by bourgeois 
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intellectuals", classes were stopped altogether, and the 

students travelled instead all over tbe country in order to 

take part in criticism and debate and to exchange 

nrevolutionary" experiences. Regular classes did not resume 

until , 1970. Students lost interest in learning English. I n 

fact, it was not until 1970 that English studies resumed in the 

junior secondary school, but still with little result. Many 

students, in fact, began formal Englsih studies for the first 

time only at the university, and the stress of teaching was on 

practical basic knowledge of language (i.e. how 'Jse the 

language}, especially in the first year. Lessons started with 

the 26 letters of the English alphabet and pattez:ns like "This 

is a " and "That's a " .. . . . . , etc. Because for a time, 

university entrance examinations were suspended, students 

admitted were woz:kecs, peasants and soldiers. The general 

formula applied when tertiary institutions first began 

enrolment again in 1970 (only in a few universities like Peking 

university, Qing Hua University) was: voluntary registration; 

recommendation by the masses; approval by the leadership; 

re-examination J:.y the college concerned on the bas is of their 

three-fold moral, intellectual and physical development. In 

19i2 s;.ich students were admitted to universities and colleges 

for the first time in considerable n:..imbers, along with the 

traditional representatives from th€ families of intellectuals 

and cudres oc- government administr<1tors. cwing to the fact 

that there was no entrance examination at all, stucents were no 
.. 
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longer required to have a secondary school background in 

English to enter university courses in the English language, 

Western literature, or phonetics. 

Those, students admitted into the foreign language departments 

were grouped according to educational level, so that those of 

weaker academic background could supplement their knowledge as 

required. Teachers would give them extra coaching. 

At a few universities and foreign language institutes where the 

study of English continued in the later 1960 's, lessons in the 

textbooks were mostly political in nature with a view to 

answering the Party's 

proleta.c: ian politics", 

call 

totally 

"Education should serve 

disregarding linguistic 

principles and other requirements for compiling a language 

book. In fact, teachers could choose any materials they liked 

so long as they were up to the political standard. Old 

textbooks were criticized and discarded, because they were full 

of bourgeois ideas, Articles like "Serve the People", "In 

Memory of Norman Bethune", "The Foolish Old Man Removed the 

Mountains" from selected works by Chairman Mao Tze-tung were 

necessary components of the texts, because these were viewed as 

the new proletarian teaching material that could •exercise 
/ 

all-round dictatorship by the proletariat over the bourgeoisie 

in the realm of the superstructure" (Quotation from Mao, 1967). 

Teachers who received their education from 1950's to early • 
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1960 1 s, i.e. before the "Cultural Revolution" in 1966, were 

regarded as victims of bourgeois education, let alone those who 

graduated before 1949 and those returned from abroad. •rhey 

were branded as bourgeois intellectuals and thought of as 

poli tj..cally unreliable and not qualified to teach, because of 

their bourgeois world outlook. The slogans "In all its work 

the school should aim at transforming education it is the 

teachers who are the main problem" (Quotation from Mao, 1967) 

claimed that 

re-eoucation 

these teachers should receive 

and re-orient their p1·ofessional 

politic al 

knowledge. 

Consequently they were all sent to factories or the countryside 

to receive re-education by workers or peasants in the late 

1960 1 s and the early l97G's. In some ~niversities, workers and 

peasants and soldiers "mounted the universities platform" to 

give lectures. 

Ir. some institutions of foreign languages, workers and peasants 

were even asked to give their opinions of foreign language 

learning and teaching although they had not specialized in th i s 

area. At this time the function of education at every level 

was to educate the students to become "workers with socialist 

consciousness and the ability to solve problems", progr arr.mes 

had to include a combination of both theory and practice. 

Students were believed to be able to learn better both in the 

classroom and in the factories and communes. Even the tea~~ers 

had to spend only part of their time in regular classroom 

teaching and some of the time in the factories and communes. 
• 
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Foreign language teachers and students were no exception. As 

Ntheory must be combined with practicen, they went to factories 

and communes to take part in labour and to talk with those who 

spoke English and with foreign students or tourists. Some of 

them temporarily joined visiting foreign groups in order to 

gain practice in the language. It was net until the late 70's, 

after the downfall of the 'Gang of Four 1
, that things began to 

change for the better. 

1.4.3.3, The New Modernization: 1976-present 

Today foreign language teaching, and English language teaching 

in particular, occupies a prominent role in education. In 

theory, English teaching begins in the third primary gi:-ade and 

continues throughout primary and secondary school and on 

through the tertiary level. Up till 1981, in China, there were 

eleven institutes where some 30 different languages were being 

taught; 29 universities offering different languages; and 61 

normal colleges offering eight languages as specialities. 'i'he 

estimated number of teachers specializing in teaching foreign 

languages in China at the end of June 1979 was about 7,250 and 

among them were 3,600 teache.i;s of English, Of the teachers of 

English, 1,170 were in institutions of foreign languages, 990 

in universi ti~s and 1,500 in normal colleges. In addition, 

several thousand college teachers (approximately 5,500) were 

teaching English but not as a specialization (Wang 1981). 
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Since the late 1970's, English teaching has expanded 

eno.:rnously. It occt.:pies a prominent role in Chinese 

education. But facilities foi:- study still have not been able 

to meet the demand. There is a limited supply of books in 

English available to the general public. Even for most 

tertiary institutions, the professional books and periodicals 

on linguistics, applied linguistics and English language 

teaching materials available to the English teaching staff are 

scarce and frequently out of date. Text-books used in English 

departments at universities and foreign language institutes 

usually are a combination of British and American materials, 

and materials compiled by staff member.s. For English-major 

students, the most corr.manly used foreign textbooks are "New 

Concept English", "Kernel Les5ons" (British or American), 

"Engl i5h for Today" and "The Turners" (Unfortunately the heavy 

stress on phonetics of this material makes the teachers and 

students feel uneasy, although it was highly recommended at the 

conference held in 1978 in Shanghai). 

In the curriculum the course "Intensive Readin9'' serves as the 

core of study I so that a solid foundation can be laid for an 

overall and systematic training in English. This course 

continues throughout thr:ee years of study in the curriculum. 

The importance of oral English is recognised, and in the 

beginners' class pronunciation and intonation are emphasized in 

teaching. ·To compensate for the lack of the teaching staff 

adequately trainee .i.n oral English, most L:niversities and 
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colleges have language specialists fcom the English-speaking 

countries who assist the Chinese teachers. 

For non-English major students, textbooks used are usually 

compiled in China. All of the books purport to stress reading 

skills but they have essentially the same format as the unified 

texts with a few alterations slightly longer reading 

pessages, more grammar exercises, and more translation 

exercises than are usually present in secondary school texts. 

The number of students who were majoring in English up to June 

1979 was 25,048 (Wang 1981). In order to meet the ever 

increasing need of the d~velcpment of education, in the for~ign 

language teaching area, a series of measures have been taken: 

1, In 1978 a national conference of foreign language 

teaching was organized by the ~1inistry of Education in 

Beijing. The attendants were from universities, 

colleges and primary and secondary schools all over the 

country (Wang 1981). Discussions we.re held concerning 

the future scope and direction of foreign language 

teaching. Decisions have been made to enhance the 

quality of foreign language teaching at the secondary 
I 

as well as primary levels. It was decided that third 

grade pupils in primary schools shoulci begin to learn 

English as a required subject if teachers are available. 
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2. The conference in 1978 decided that attention should be 

paid to the teaching of English for students of natural 

sciences who do not take English as a speciality. Such 

students represent 90% of the university population. 

They will be trained not only to be proficient in 

professional knowledge, but also to have a good command 

of English, or even more than one foreign language. 

3. Efforts are being made to raise the professional. level 

of the students in the major institutions of foreign 

languages, so as to train them to be qualified 

interpreters; teachers for ins ti tu tions of higher 

learning, secondary and primary levels; and researchers 

in foreign literature. 

4. To meet the needs of different grades, compilation of 

textbooks of good quality is under way. They are 

structured sequentially and supplemented with records, 

tapes, slides, and other aural or visual aids. British 

and American textbooks are also used for teaching 

language and other subjects. 

5. The ministry of Education in 1979 worked out a unified 

syllabus for English majors. According to the new 

program, for admission the candidates must show t hat 

they ar~ able to use phonetic transcription correctly 

and that they have a grasp of correct pronunciation and 

some fundamental knowledge of grammar. 
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6. In addition to the language institutes and universities 

and colleges which offer foreign language as a major, 

there are, in China, eleven special schools of foreign 

languages. Students of these schools are enrolled from 

the third grade of primary school in an eight-year 

training program. It i.s planned that by 1990, there 

will be 40 of these, with an enroll ment of about 

40,000. Graduates from these special language schools 

may be given jobs using the language they learned or 

become language teachers in secondary schools. These 

schools may be either subsidiaries of the foreign 

language institutes o.r professionally affiliated with 

the language departments of universities. They will 

receive from the related institutes and universities 

help in teacher training or other 

services for language teaching purposes. 

Eacili ties and 

7. With a view to h~lping more teachers, students, workers 

and staff members etc. improve their knowledge of 

English, the Chinese Television university was set up 

in Beijing, and in 1979, there were 242,000 (Beijing 

Review, 1982a) students enrolled in a televised English 

course. 

In addition, radio is a powerful :orce for English 

teaching. SimiLsr universities by provincial 

departments have been set up. The study of English is 
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not confined to secondary schools, institutes, 

universities and language schools, it is studied in 

schools of other types, such as secondary voe at ion al 

institutions, various short-term classes, spare-time 

colleges 

scientific 

schools. 

run by 

research 

factories, 

institutes, 

people's communes, 

and correspondence 

l.5 Conclusion 

Since the downfall of the "Gang of Four", the new leadership, 

by assuming authority for education at the national, 

provincial, and local levels and by gradually cestcr:ing order 

and discipline in the schools, has created a new set of 

conditions under which some important changes and reforms have 

taken place. However, because of the anti-intellecturalisrn of 

the past decade, the quality of education had declined so 

sharply that it is presumed that "a university graduate's 

standing is equivalent to that of a middle school graduate, and 

a middle school graduate is not better prepared than a primary 

school graduate~. To counteract this situation, leaders in 

education have ceaffirmed the so-called three centralities: 

books, classrooms, and teachers . 

In the teaching 

precedence over 

process, 

knowledge 

book kr.owledge must now take 

derived frcm sccial practice; 
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classroom instruction must take precendence over other forms of 

teaching, and the dominant role of teachers must be stressed to 

maintain the proper relationship between teachers and students 

(Hu, 1981), 

Since English has become the most popular foreign language in 

China, it has no doubt gained momentum at all China's 

educational levels. But the problem is that students who have 

received sever al years of formal English teaching frequently 

remain deficient in the ability to actually use the language, 

and to understand its use, in normal communication, whether in 

the spoken or the written mcde, but especially in the former. 

The problem has come into prominence in recent years, as a 

result of enormous increases in educational opportunity. Large 

numbers of students are entering universities and technical 

institutions at home or abroad to take up subjects which can 

only be satisfactorily studied if they have a proper comniand of 

the four language skills in English. Proficiency in a foreign 

language involves understanding how language operates in 

communication; and it is precisely this understanding which 

students appear not to acquire during their years of learning 

English in the secondary schools and even in universities. 

It seems generally to be assumed that the reason for this state 

of affairs is that a certain number of teachers do not do their 

job properly; they do not teach the ~ommur.icat:ve force of 
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language which is taught to them in training colleges and 

in-service courses, and which is usually embodied in the 

prescribed textbooks. Perhaps, however, teachers are not 

convinced of the value of a communicative approach, or perhaps 

they need further assistance in implementing it. 

The aspect of communication dealt with in this paper is 

pronunciation. It is argued that, while other elements of 

language are unquestionably important, pronunciation remains 

the basis of modern language teaching practice. 

. _·:; 
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CHAPTER 2 FUNCTIONS OF' PRONUNCIATION IN LANGUAGE LEARNING 

2.1 Introduction 

Language is the most distinctive of human activities. Most 

human knowledge and culture is stored and transraitted in 

language, which is so ubiquitous that we take it for granted. 

Without it, however, society as we kn~w it would be impossible. 

Formerly known by a few as a mark of education, foreign 

languages are now studied by people from all walks of life in 

the world. More languages are st'Jdied than ever before, and 

methods of learning them are changing radically with the 

advances in linguistic science, new techniques of teachins, 

invention and mass production of 

equipment. 

recording and viewing 

systematic and scientific study of language, language learning 

and teaching goes back several decades in the English speak .i.ng 

countries, such as the USA and Britain. In China, the study of 

linguistics and teaching methodologies lags far behind. As 

teachers of foreign languages our goal is to help people learn 

to communicate in a second or third language, so we should 

begin by asking ourselves what we really know about lang~ag~: 

In the following sections the use of language and the function 

of pronunciation in languag8 learning and teaching are 

discussed, 
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2 .2 1'he Use of Lanouage as Communication 

All living creatures have some means of conveying information 

to others of their own group, communication being ultimately 

essent;ial for their survival. Some use vocal noises, others 

physical movement or facial expression. Many employ a variety 

of methods. Birds use predominantly vocal signals, but also 

show their intentions by body movements; animals use vocal 

noises as well as facial expressions like the baring of teeth; 

insec.ts use body movement, the most famous of which are the 

various 1 dances• of the bees (Fromkin, 1978). · But however 

effective it may be, it is unlike human language. The 

communication system of the bees is confined to a single 

subject or thought. It is frozen and inflexible. This absence 

of creativity makes the bee's dance qualitatively different 

from human language, 

Man is able to exploit a range of techniques of communication. 

Many are in essence the same as those used by other creatures. 

But there is a very important distinction between communication 

which is basically a set of signals, and communication which is 

truly language, human lang uaqe. If language is defined merely 

as a system of communication, then language is not unique to 

humans, There are certain characteristics of human language 

which are not found in the communication systems of any C;ther 

species. It is known that language has two fundamental 

features which mark it as quite different in kind from signals, 

namely: productivity (er creativity) and structural complexity. 

• 
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By productivity we mean the speaker's ability to string 

together discrete units to form an infinite set of 

"well-formed" novel sentences to meet communicative needs. 

Given the opportunity to learn from their environment, all 

humans can com.~unicate in a limitless variety of ways. 

On the ether hand, language relies as much on its structure as 

on its semantic properties to convey meaning. Communication 

can be infinitely varied and infinitely complex: just because 

the ,language is a highly structural system which allows an 

infinite range of permutations. The structure is of many 

types: the organization of a fixed range of sounds, the 

ordering of words in phrases and sentences, the use of 

inflections, the semantic and grammatical relationship between 

words, and of particular relevance in this paper, the interplay 

of stress, intonation and rhythm in the actual production of 

speech. 

2.3 s o eech is the Base of Lan3uage 

The language, or languages, stored in a person's mind can be 

made to materialize through the medium of speech or through 

that of writing. Maccarthy (1978:6) points out that using the 

medium of speech, the performer is tied to the time dimension 

and performs on the time track, and when his performance i s at 

an end there is nothing to show for it, though its effects can 
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remain in someone's memoi:y { tape-recording of the performance 

is the exGeption). 

With the medium of writing, things are different, because the 

written marks that remain are independent of time or place. 

However, spoken language is universal, because man is born with 

the physiological and neurological capacity to speak. Spoken 

language is available to all members of the human r.ace. All 

normal people in the world can speak. No group of people 

without a spoken language has ever been discovered. All human 

beings in a ca~~unity understand and speak well enough to carry 

out the basic activities of life. Many of these same people 

cannot read and write, however (Trudgill, 1974). 

We can say, therefore, that all language is originally speech, 

Long before the written symbols of language were invented, 

people had communicated very well by various means, visual oi: 

audible means, but chiefly by speech. In all ages, even the 

most literate, the vast majority of messages have been spoken, 

and all languages use the same channel for sending and 

receiving: sound waves, the vibration of the atmosphere, 

transmitted by means of sound generated by certain bodily 

organs available to every normal human being. The spoken word, 

therefore, is, and is likely to remain, by far the most 

frequent medium of corrununication beb1~en man and his neighbour, 

"'hile the written word is a visual representation of what was 

originally spoken. 

• 

; .. -~ •. ,, 
.... :-~---~· ·--.<~..;...,.:..,: .... - -~ .... --.. -.-'-----· '' -~-'-- • .. . ' _. - . . . · _ . . .. J~ 
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2.4 Pronunciation: Inescapable Part of Language Teach inq 

rn every system of comrnun.ication that has seman tic system, each 

basic unit has two aspects; the form and t he meaning. In the 

case of human language, the fo rm is the actual string of sounds 

that make up t be unit's pronunciation . Its meaning , or 

lingu istic meaning is naturally determined by whatever language 

it belon~s to. The sound and the meaning are like the head and 

tail of a coin, distinct but inseparable. rn using language to 

speak or under stand, the sounds produced or heard a re related 

by the language system to certain meanings. Anyone who knows a 

language knows what sounds are in the l anguage and how they are 

strung togethe r and ~ha t these different sound sequences mean. 

2.4. 1 . Pronunciation and Meaning 

Sound is the 'shell ' of language. When you know a language, 

you can speak and be understood by others who know that 

language . This means you are able to produce sounds which 

sign ify certa in mean ings and to understand o r inte rpret the 

sounds, Soru~ serve to establish sound-meaning corre lations, so 

that a message can be sent by the exchange of overt acoustic 

signals (Langac~er , 1973:21) . 

Every speaker of a language knows thousancs, even tens of 

thousands of words, Knowing a wocd means knowing bo th its 

··.-·:tM:: 
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sound and its meaning. someone wbo does not know English would 

not know wbere one word begins or ends in bearing an utterance 

like It is not even possible to tell how 

many words have been said. If you are a speaker of English, 

however, you will have no difficulty in segmenting the sounds 

into individual words ~the cat ate the rat". 

Pronunciation and the meaning of a word are inseparable. This 

was pointed out by the nineteenth century swiss linguist 

Ferdinand de Saussure, who discussed the 'arbitrary' union 

between the so1Jnds ( form) and meaning (concept) of the 

"linguistic sign" (Fromkin, 1978 :138). 

It is a universal truth that the speakers of a language by 

virtue of their phonological knowledge knew whether a string of 

sounds could be a word in their language. If they do not know 

the meaning of "pl arm", they would conclude either that it was 

a word they did not know or that it was not a word in English. 

They would know, however, that it was a possible English word. 

If someone told them that a "plarm" was a particular kind of 

water rat, "plarmp would become a sound-meaning unit, a 

lingu .is tic sign. 

spec if ic sounds. 

So a concept oc meaning must be united with 

Since l anguage is an instr ument of communication , when a pe_r:son 

has some idea he wishes to carry to another person, he performs 

certa i n physical actions with his articulatory organs, s uch as 

-, 
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his lips I tongue, and vocal coeds. He produces a sequence of 

vocal sounds in such a way that another person can reconstruct 

from those sounds a useful approximation of our original 

meaning. 

In very simple terms, the sender starts with a thought and puts 

it in to spoken language. The receiver perceives the language 

and thus understands the thought. The sendec has to encode his 

thought, while the receiver decodes the language. During the 

process, pronunciation plays an extremely important part in 

both encoding and decoding. If the language is unintelligible, 

the process is slow or impeded. 

2.4.2. Pronunciation and Listening 

Ability to listen is of the utmost imporcance, for listening is 

the primary soui:-ce of language. 

other language skills develop. 

It is the base on which all 

Language comes first th.rough 

the ears. A baby l_istens, tben speaks, and much later, learns 

to read and write. As first language acquisition develops, 

listening continues to be the primary channel for acquiring 

linguistic knowledge and skill. 

De<,-e2.oping the ability to understand the spoken for_~ign 

language i.s a long, continuous rrocess _ It is a skill that 

must be taught and that does not. happer. automatically • 
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DeHaven (1979:147) points out that listening is an integral 

part of all language skills, Whether the activity is speaking, 

rea.ding, or writing, it is somehow related to listening. For 

example, learning to read is learning to associate the spoken 

sounds of language with written symbols on a page and 

responding in the same way that one would to spoken language. 

TO learners, par:ticularly beginners, reading is the process of 

reconstructing talk that someone has encoded in symbols. 

writing is the reverse process; it is making symbols to 

represent the words that are heard by the ears or in the mind. 

Listening is a very active and integrative language skill, 

involving a grasp of phonological, lexical, grammatical, and 

ideological complexities as well as performance factors typical 

only of speech such as rate of speech, clarity of intonation 

and pronunciation, hesitation, and pauses. A particular source 

of anxiety for the language learner in listening comprehension 

is the little control he has over the intake of language, since 

this is controlled by the speaker . In other receptive skills, 

such as reading, the language learner can control the intake. 

According to DeHaven {1979:151) there are several factors 

affecting listening, one of which is speaker's voice and 

delivery. An animated, well-modulated voice suggests the 

speaker has something inte.i.~Sting to say, and invites 

listening. Hesitation, repeti ticn, distracting manner isms, a 

mcnotonous voice and an impersonal attitude ace all hindrances 

to listening. Pronunciation is heavily involved in this. 
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2.4.3. Pronunciation and Speaking 

However good a student may be at listening and understanding, 

it need not follow that he will speaK well. A discriminating 

ear does not always produce a fluent tongue. There has t;o be 

training in the productive skill of speech as well. In many 

cases, listening should lead naturally on to speaking. This is 

particularly so at the phonological level where it is essential 

to develop an ability to recognize a sound before success in 

prcd~cing it is possible, The link between these two areas is 

bridged by techniques of pronunciation, such as stress, and 

intonation, which will be discussed in Chapter IV. 

speaking and pronouncing both relate to the same basic activity 

but pronouncing concentrates on how the speaking is done. 

Though speaking necessarily involves pronouncing, a 

consideration of speaking takes into account also what is said, 

the ideas expressed, the word used, the constructions and turns 

of phrase, the style and so forth. 

Pronunciation plays an important part in speaking. There are a 

number of important links between both segmental and 

supra-segmental features of pronunciation and English gram.mar, 

e.g. pronunciations cf plural nouns and of the past tense. 

At the segmental .level, a word, when it is pronounced, must 

have a particular sound-shape, if it is to be recognized, just 
.. 
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as it must have a particular letter-shape when written. For 

example, the spoken word •bigQ must have a recognizable /b/ at 

the beginning. If a different phoneme is used, the word will 

lose its shape and not be recognized. Replace the /b/ by a /p/ 

and the English speaker hears "pig", which is different in 

meaning. 

At the supra-segmental level, stress and intonation can convey 

different meanings that the written sentence cannot express. 

Take intonation for example. If conveys attitudinal or 

emotional meaning. The sentence 

nplease open the window" 

can sound pleading or peremptory, depending on the intonation 

used (Broughton, 1978:55). 

(a) Plea\ e open the wingefw. (b) Please open the ·,;,!ndb.w . 

" If the request follows the question "What shall I open?", 

however, the heaviest stress, and therefore the main pitch 

movement, must occur on "window". In this case (a), the 

pleading intonation pattern, would change to: 

(c) Pleas, open the wj ~~w. 

and (bJ would change to: 

(d) Please o pen the ✓n~. 

Furthermore, differences of pronunciation also allows us to 

distinguish longer forms such as "grey tape" from "great ape", 

or "a nice man" from "an ice mar.". 

Speaking involves a great deal of activity beyond the 

production, transmission and r~cepticn of sound. The sound is 

.. 
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not the message, but it is what gives the message shape in 

spoken communication. Tbe message is given shape by the 

vocabulary and grammar of the language, presented in a train of 

sounds. These sounds are organized in every language so that 

it is. possible to distinguish one message, i.e. one bit of 

meaning from another. In speech we rely heavily upon sound to 

make plain the significant distinctions of meaning which can be 

made by the more central operations of grammar and vocabulary. 

rt is worth study simply for that reason. 

2,4,4. Pronunciation and Reading 

When learning a foreign language, whatever the motive may be, 

whether it is to be able to hear, speak, read or write, it is 

important to realize that an adequate knowledge must begin with 

a speaking knowledge of the longuage. Since sound is the base 

of language, one cannot learn a language without touching upon 

it. 

One of the most common fallacies in connection with language 

learning is to claim: nr want only to acquire a reading 

of English", or whatever language is being knowledge 

considered. After two or three yea rs of a foreign language 

course in school, what one calls a reading knowledge of the 

language usually turns out to be no more t.han a 

dictionary-hunting knowledge and understanding of the language 
• 
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consists essentially in saying the material being read in one's 

awn language, sotto voce, if not aloud. 

One description of reading is that it is the process of turning 

selected print cues into an oral language equivalent to 

retrieve me~ning ( s U.ce, 19 78 : 13 7) • However, no corresponding 

pr int cues exist for some of the signals in oral language. 

Specifically, intonation is a signal system operating in oral 

language that is not wholly coded in the medium of print. 

Stice points out that intonation plays an impoi:::tant role in 

reading. Intona. tion is usually thought of: as the system of 

juncture, stress, and pitch operating within word, 

sentence boundaries. 

Pattterns of juncture, stress and pitch serve to: 

phrase and 

(a) segment utterances into recognizable and manageable units; 

(b) draw attention to special content; 

(c) make conti:::asts with some previously stated or: infer red 

information; 

(d) confirm or negate a query; 

(el add tag words, phrases and sentences according to t:ype 

and function. 

Juncture, or the use of a pause, can be signalled in print with 

a punctuation marker. However, the paLlse that sometimes occur 

between the noun phrase and verb phrase of a simple declarative 

sentence has no corresponding print cue. 

• 
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Stice further states that in many instances it is the 

application of primary stress often connected with a juncture 

that ultimately provides the intended meaning of a passage. 

The differences between 'record and re'cord; 'lighthouse keeper 

and light 'housekeeper; as well as 1 Why are you going? vs Why 

'are you gain~ vs Why are you 'going? illustrate a variety of 

situations in which stress appears to make the crucial 

difference. The co~rect pronunciation of the word 'record' 

should be clear from immediate context if the words exist in 

the reader' s lex icon, even though no spec if ic print cue for 

stress placement is used. With light, house I and keeper both 

c;ontext and space placement aid the reader in proper 

identification. However, the four varieties of 'Whv are •1ou 

going?' are examples of shifting stress placement for purposes 

of making contrasts or drawing attention to some special 

meaning. While the reader must recognize the "wh" cue and 

final punctuation marker as signals of the interrogative nature 

of the sentence, there is no visual guide for appropriate 

application of the stress placement across the sentence, It is 

the total surrounding context and the reader's knowledge of the 

language that help supply the intended stress patter.n leading 

ta complete comprehension of the passage, 

Pronunciation is particularly important in reading poetry. 

According to Billow (1968:238-242), poetry, 1ike all other 

language material, must be introduced orally with the books 

shut, and nothing to distract the attention from or compete 

. ,,-\. -·~--:: ...... . '.:"'•'•.' ... 

• 
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with the poem through the eye. Billow strongly claims that 

poetry is primarily speech and sound, rather than patterns of 

paper, and is full of emotion expressed through the medium of 

rhythm, rhyme and alliteration. For example, folk poetry has 

always passed on by word of mouth in many countries. Even to 

day, folk poets travel round from village to village reciting 

their own and traditional poetry. What is more, in 

Shakespeare's play, an audience can feel how very much more 

powerful an impression the verse makes on him, and hew much 

easier it is to understand, when he hears it spoken by 

competent actors than when he has to achieve everything himself 

through reading and his unaided imagination. Billow further 

points out that poets believe that the sounds will be imagined 

in the mind as the poem is read. There fore, as long as a 

student is uncertain of the pronunciation, ;;hythm and 

intonation of a poem, he is quite unable to appreciate or enjoy 

it. 

Russell and Chatfield (1968:91) note that people all respond to 

a rhythmic beat. In poems, we can hear many different rhythms, 

and variations within rhythms, and we can also hear. patterns of 

sound, regular or irregular. Rhymes help rhythm because the 

ear learns to listen for a matching sound, sometimes placed in 

the middle of a line as well as at the end; and sounds echoing 

through the lines help to reinforce the rhythm. with the help 

of alliteration and repetition, the poet is able to create a 

rhythm which can soothe your restless spirit or stir you into 

action. 
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Some lines of the poem "Five visions of Captain Cook" written 

by Kenneth Slessor (1944:68) serve as an example: 

"All through the night-time, clock talked to clock, 
In the captain's cabin, tock-tock-tock, 
One ticked fast and one ticked slow, 
And Time went over them a hundred years ago.• 

In th~se lines, the poet uses the words such as clock., talk, 

tick, and tock-tock-tock to bring about certain sound effects 

to concretize the image of the two clocks, one of which is 

fast, and one slow. By using sound effects, the poet embodies 

an objective picture in such a way that the reacier can 

experience the event and the emotion connected with it and 

thereby achieve catharsis by facing the poet's predicament, 

with him, through the imagination. 

Since pronunciation is important in reading, some reading 

educators, like Lefevre (1970), advocate teaching the patterns 

of English intonation as part of the developmental reading 

curriculum for all types of students. Their contention is that 

such instruction would facilitate the process of turning print 

cues into appropriate oral language equivalents by providing 

the learner with a greater awareness of this additional signal 

system to intended meaning. 

Besides, one of Stice's findings (1978) indicates that, in 

general, part of the powers of mature readers lies in the fact 

that they have extensive knowledge of their language. 

Intonation, as a linguistically significant part of language 
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remains a potential instructional element for imp.roving what 

the developing reader needs to know a.bout language, 

2.4.5 Pronunciation and Writing 

Among the four skills that a.re the goals of foreign language 

learning - listening, speaking, reading, writing -- writing is 

commonly last, last to be taught in the sequence of skills. 

Writing includes several sub-skills, one of which is spelling. 

This section focuses on this aspect: the relationship between 

pronunciation and spelling . 

For a number of students, the immediate goal is to read and 

write English. In writing, spelling is important for at least 

t•,..o reasons: 

First, a writer may not communicate well if he car.not spell, 

that is, a reader must be able to interpret marks on the page 

as meaningful words and he cannot do this easily when words are 

misspelled. 

Second, contemporary educated English-speaking societies 

consider misspelling 3 social error, ma.rking a person as, at 

best, "illiterate", if not outright "ignorant" (Crannell, 

1979: 202). 
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A co:mmon view of English spelling-sound relation is that it is 

chaotic. The claim is that English is "not phonetic", because 

words cannot be spelled on the basis of their pronunciation, 

It is true that not all English words can be spelled on the 

basis of sound, but according to Crannell, words with 

idiosyncratic spellings account for probably fewer than ten per 

cent of English words; thus, he claims that many words can be 

spelled on the basis of sounds and of other principles of 

English orthography. And much recent linguistic research 

supports the view that English spelling is a rule-governed 

system based on speech. 

The implication of these findings Eor English teaching is that 

early emphasis on aural-or al instruction is best for eventually 

learning to read and write. Unless the learner is familiar 

with English pronunciation, morphology and syntax, he will be 

unable to make effective use of the richness of English 

orthography, Just how much of this knowledge is necessary 

before a student of English as a foreign language learns to 

read and write cannot be determined from purely linguistic 

investigation. Howevf!!r, when such knowledge is acquired, it 

can be used to interpret the orthography, which can be employed 

to determine the pronunciation of words. 

Moreover, when the learner has sufficient knowledge of English, 

he may use the orthography to interpret printed forms into his 

speech. In addition, his s2eech may form the basis for writing 

words in English. 
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Cronnell describes the relationship between English 

pronunciation and spelling as a two-way system and not entirel y 

reversible, that is, from spelling to sound for reading and 

from sound to spelling for writing: 

{a) The use of spelling-to-sound correspondences can help 

readers i<len tify printed worcs which they already have 

in their spoken vocabulary, From a relatively small set 

of correspondences, a large number of words can be 

generated. These correspondences are particularly 

useful in the beginning stages of reading and give 

learners the power to read many words on their own. 

(b) The use of sound-to-spelling correspondences can assist 

students in learning to spell better. For Chinese 

students, whose language lacks distinct regularity in 

the rel a ti.onsh ips between characters and their 

pronunciation, this is an important aspect to learn. 

Faulty pronunciation tends to lead to misspelling, Wben 

ocal cues to phoneme grapbeme correspondence are• 

reduced, learners put greater reliance on the recall of 

visual forms. Visual and ocal cues used in conjunction 

generally S€em to lead to greater accuracy. 

Good pronunciation seems to be associated with accurate 

spelling. Spelling is, of course, only part of writing. 

Perfect spelling without ideas, knowledge, organization, and 

clarity is of little value. However, witn these and other 
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features of good writing, correct spelling is the finishing 

touch on all written communication. 

2.5 conclusion 

Knowing a language implies $peaking and being understood by 

otners who know that lanquage. This impl ies that the speaker 

is able to produce sounds which signify certain meaning and to 

understand or interpret the sounds produced by others. Knowing 

a language is therefore knowing the system which relates sounds 

and meanings. 

Pronunciation is related, in different degrees, to the four 

language skills. It is an inescapable component of language 

teaching and learning. Both t~achers and students, 

particularly non-native speakers of English, need to pay 

special attention to this aspect , 

successful teaching and learning. 

in order to achieve 
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CHAPTER 3: THE IMPORTANCE OF TEACHING PRONUNCIATION IN CHINA 

3.1 Pronunciation and COWJnunication 

We have all baa the experience, when listening to a foreigner 

speaking our language, of, having difficulty in understanding 

what he is trying to say, not because of his lack of knowledge 

of vocabulary and structure but because the sounds he produced 

seemed peculiar and his voice rose and fell in unexpected 

places. Even immigrants who have lived in the country for a 

long time may have such peculiar accents and may be difficult 

to under stand, Since language is a means of communication, it 

is now usual to find wide acknowledgement of the importance of 

•speaking' a foreign language well, in the sense at least of 

communicating by word of mouth with other people th.rough its 

use. It is not enough for our students to learn words, 

phrases, and grammatical features, and it. needs to be realized 

that the act of communication itself is interfered with or made 

more difficult (slow, part~al o .. delayed), to an extent often 

not appreciated, when the 'manner' of communicating is at fault. 

There is no doubt that people have views on the subject of how 

their language should' be spoken, how they like to hear it 

spoken, particularly by foreigners . Our acci2!nt and our sp~ech 

generally show what country we come from, and what sort or: 

.. 
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background we have. All this information can be used by the 

people we are speaking with to help them formulate an opinion 

about us. Clearly at the level of casual encounters, such as 

in street, on a bus or in a shop, with a stranger, a person may 

not much care what impression he creates, and indeed it cannot 

matter a great deal, apart from considerations of common 

courtesy. It is in situations where personal relationships can 

develop, views can be changed and view-point appreciated, that 

'manner' of speaking can make a difference. The unfavourable 

effect of poor pronunciation can distract the hearer's 

attention from the content to the form, that is, to the 

foreigner's pronunciation resulting in unsatisfactory 

communications. 

For teachers of English, it is even mor::e desirable that they 

themselves be firmly convinced of the importance of good 

pronunciation, and that their professional inventory include an 

acquaintance with basic articulatory phor.etics and with the 

phonological system of English, an ability to understand and 

use the results of contrastive analysis, and control of the 

range of techniques for presenting and modifying pronunciation 

and of the range of exercises and drill types, The teaching of 

pronunciation is a complex matter. The complexity consists cf 

blending appropriately the linguistic knowledge and specific 

techniques of the teacher with a sensitivity to the poin_t_ of 

view of the learner, reasonable expectations of pi:-ogress and 

control, the classroom be:1aviour of the learners, i.nterpersonal • 
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relations, and the propor tionate importance of p ronunciation tc 

the entire lang uage- learning situation. 

Since teachers are models for the students, the inclusion of 

good pronunciation in tha teacher's repertoire and a high sense 

of responsibility for studen ts is of vital importance. 

However, those teachers who are not interested in pronunciation 

tend to ignore and spend l ess time correcting the students' 

u tterances. They would argue that the development o f good 

pronunciation is an area in which the tape recorder and the 

lang uage l aborator y can pl ay a ver y effective role; the tape 

can provide an authentic model f or imitat ion, an untiring and 

unvarying model which is clearly heard by every student. This 

arguement, however, neglects t he fact that un l ess carefully 

supervi sed, the laboratory can confirm the students in bad 

habits practised with g rea t zea l and earnestness, and a student 

who is not properly prepared by his teac:her may listen to his 

poor efforts w i tb considerable satisfaction. In China tb ings 

are even more difficult because a language laborator:z· can not 

be found in every college or school , Students must be given 

instruction in and practise under supe rvision bot h the 

difficu l t task of detecting their own weaknesses, and methods 

of remedying the wea kne s ses of which they become aware . In 

particular, yo unger s tudents cannot be left to work unmonitored 

in the labora tory , al though older students ~ay be encour aged to 

use it on a library basis. 
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3.2 Performance Standard 

The standard of pronunciation to be reached by students can be 

based on factors such as the age and level of the students, the 

length of the course, the objectives of learning the language 

and the end result to be achieved. If the course is short, the 

general level low and the aim of the course is not an ambitious 

one, obviously a high standard of conversation cannot be 

expe-cted and should not be aimed at. However, correct 

pronunciation can still be taught. Students can be taught how 

to articulate each vowel and consonant sound correctly and how 

to control sounds in sequence and of connected speech, however 

few words and sentences they ultimately learn. 

However, there has always existed a great diversity in the 

spoken realization of English, in terms of the sounds used in 

different English-speaking countries. 

Some observations on the subject of different varieties of 

English may be relevant here, for quite a number of people are 

inclined at times to worry ovei: the matter and wondei: whether 

they will subsequently rind themselves i~ any way at a 

disadvantage througn becoming speakers of one variety of 

English rather than another. 

The learnP.r should under st.:rnd that ,'l.11 types of English have 

far more i.n common than they have divergencies. Maccartty 
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{1978:56) points out that English has numerous characteristics 

that will engage the attention and best efforts of every 

foreign learner, of whatever nationality; the differences 

between types, whether of a phonetic nature or of vocabulary or 

usage, though quite apparent, really do not count a good deal 

in co:npar ison. The adult learner, once clear about the facts, 

is in a good position to decide what pronunciation is 

appropriate for his needs. 

3.2.1. The Two Main Standard Accents 

Everybody knows tna t within each language, there are dialects 

which have their different characteristic pronunciation or 

accents. We can tell an American accent from an Austra l ian or 

English accent. Further, within each accent there are broader 

ancl less broad forms, differing by the sounds which occur in 

them, and we must not lose sight of the fact that not all 

accents are regional; there are also social accents which we 

recognize; and even each individual has his own idiosyncratic 

differences, and has more than one style of pror.ounc ing, i.e. 

we do not use exactly the same pronunciation in all 

circumstances, 

Fromkin and Rodman (1981:258) state that every language is a 

composite of dialects. Many people talk and think about a 

language as if it were a "well-defined" fixed system with 
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various dialects diverging f rom this norm, a nd a particular 

dialect of a language n1ay enjoy such prestige t1'a t i t becomes 

equated wi th the language itsel!:. By this p r estigious d ialect. 

they refer to the accent "used b·f political leaders and the 

upper socioeconomic classes; the dialect t aught in the schools, 

used by the military, and propagated by the mass media", and 

such a dominant dialect is often called the standard dialect . 

Despite all the variety in pronunciation, teachers of English 

as a Foreign Language (EFL teachers), necessarily aim a t, first 

of all, clear pron unciation unders tandable to a native 

speaker, In China, this pronunciation is necessarily based on 

e i ther British Received Pronunciation o r American General 

English, as these are the t wo whic h teac hing re s ources are most 

readily available. 

3 . 2 .1.L RP 

The Rece ived Pronunciation and its a bbrevia tion RP were first 

used in the last century by Alexander J. Ellis, the fa tber of 

modern English phonetics (Eilert Ekwall, 1973 edition) . Thi s 

term which, according to Maccarthy (1982:61) , has been c urre n t 
I 

among specialists for over a century, is used by them· to r efer 

to a certain accent cf Bri t .ish Eng l ish . They call it RP when 

they spea~ or write about it, and now rarely use the express ion 

in its full form "rece ived pronuncia tion". ·rtie word "received" 
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in this sense is quite old-fashioned and would not be widely 

understood today. It meant "socially acceptable", "received in 

good society", and could refer to speech, dress ot various 

forms of. behaviour. It was often used negatively, i.e. to 

point out that something was :iot or would not be received "in 

the best circles". 

All other accents of Britain carry regional connotations. 

According to Trudgill and Hannah (1982:9), RP is likely to be 

encountered and understood throughout the country, because it 

is the accent which is used most often in radio and TV 

broadcasts in England, so a student will have many 

opportunities to listen to it. But at the same time, they 

point out that there are also disadvantages to learning only RP 

for several reasons, one of which is that it is an accent used 

natively by only 3% to 5% of tbe population of England. This 

implies that the students arriving in England for the first 

time may ha'Je difficulty understanding the other 95% of the 

population. In the last twenty or thirty years, in fact, there 

has been a changing attitude to accent. With class 

distinctions breaking down, a variety of accents can be found 

from people in almost all walks of life, and there is far less 

pressure to conform. They have found that regional influences 

a re beginning to be qu lte noticeable among roost of the younger 

generation everywhere, and within a few decades it seems likely 

that speakers of a strict RP will te :-,ard to fine. Besides, 

they also mention that RP is a social accent associated 
• 
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particularly with the upper-middle and upper classes, and 

foreigners who are very successful at acquiring an RP accent 

may therefo~e be reacted to as if they were upper-class and the 

re.action might not always be favourable. On the other hand, 

though RP itseli has always been the accent of a small 

minority, Trudgill and Hannah admit that it is observable that 

today a large number of others speak with a close approximation 

to it. This is, they think, probably due more to a tendency 

towards standardization generally than to any acceptable social 

prestige attaching nowadays to RP. 

Gimson (1980:89) points out that great prestige is still 

attached to this implicitly accepted social standard of 

pronunciation - RP, which .has become more widely known and 

acci:epted through the advent of radio, and which is the form of 

pronunciation most commonly described in books on the phonetics 

of British English and traditionally taught to foreigners. 

3.2.1.2. GA 

1'he General American is a term introduced by George ?hilip 

Krapp a century ago (Lewis, 19 71) , which ::efers to t:-ie 

varieties of speech employed by about two-t.hircs of Americans 

and Canadians (it excludes the US eastern .seaboard and what is 

traditionally called the South anc also some of south-eastern 

Canada), and divergences from this r.orm are labelled 'C:,icago 
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dialect', 'Black English', etc., and the national broadcasters 

speak, though nowadays some of t~ese people may speak a 

regional dialect. Eilert Ekwall (1973 edition:12) describes 

American pronunciation as: 

~on the whole remarkably homogeneous, comparatively 
s:f?ea king. Even the speech of uneducated people show's 
no deviations from educated pronunciation comparable 
to those of English dialects. Yet there are certain 
varieties or types of educated American. The 
differences between various types are not very marked, 
and they doubtless tend to become levelled out." 

However, there are different opinions. One of which is t:"lat 

there is no such thing as a single accepted (received) 

pronunciation of English in America, because most speakers of 

English regard other received pronunciations as equally 

received and as equally unaesthetic in comparison with their 

own pronunciation. Hogins and Ycuber (1969:134) claim that 

educated speakers in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta or 

New Orleans are the dialects of their own regions in educated 

form and the previous five presidents of the united States are 

a good example of the diversity of pronunciation to be found in 

standard English. President Johnson spoke the educated south 

Midland speech of Texas. President Kennedy's Boston speech 

with its lac.~ of post vocalic /r/ and its intrusive /r/ at the 

er.d of wocds like 'Cuba', was very cistinctive. President 

Eisenhower's speech was a good example of the Middle wester:1 

variety (Sometimes called General American) President Truman 

retained many of the South Midland features of his native 

~issouri, and President Roosevelt spoke the educated version of 

New York City speech, scmewhat modified by his Harvard 
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education and New England connections, Al though most of these 

men had long careers in politics and frequently addressed 

nationwide audiences, each of them used the educated version of 

his native regional dialect. But Lewis (1971: 239 J is of the 

opinion that GA {the abbreviation for General American English) 

has been ;11uch used and no other Arner ican accent has greater 

prestige. 

"It is significant that to audiences not entirely from 
their home localities some speakers from the east or 
the south may sometimes be disposed (especially in 
more formal speech) to adopt at least some speech 
features of their General American hearers. 
(President Kennedy is said to have done so. 

weJ.l known that President Johnson felt 
disadvantage that he had a southern accent.) 
quite unlikely to happen in reverse." 

It is 
it some 
This is 

On the other hand Bailey (1978 :229), claims that one should 

avoid tbe commonly met with assumption that there is a received 

American or British pronunciation, because there are in fact 

several acceptable pronunciations in the United States ar.d 

Canada. Be further points out that in Britain, Scots received 

pronunciation differs from the one that has long prevailed in 

England, and even in England increasing regional 

differentiations in received pronunciation have been taking 

place. Besides, there is a difference in the influence of 

different varieties of English on one another. ,<1,.lthough both 

British and American varieties of English continue to influence 

cne another, the predominant influence since World War II has 

been, as is generally acknowledged, in the direction of British 

borrowings from American varieties. 

.. 
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From the above dive~se suggestions, the~e arises the problem of 

what accent ~o teach and of whether to expose the learner to a 

variety of pronunciations in the EFL teaching situation, for 

example in China. 

3.2.1.3. What Accent to Teach in China? 

In China, since 1949, as a result of the wide-spread use of IPA 

(International Phonetic alphabets) in dictionaries, textbooks 

and in teaching, the accent taught has shifted from GA (which 

was common before 1949) to RP, This trend will probably 

continue for some ... 1...lrne, because most of the teachers at a:!.l 

levels received their education after 1949, and RP still 

occupies the dominant position in teaching as well as in 

English radio broadcasting programs, although the American 

accent is gradually regaining its popularity, 

A major reason for the change to RP was probably the fact that 

the Ul< was one of the fir st western countries to establish 

di.plomatic ties with China, the foreign teachers first 

recruited as teaching staff were mostly from Britain, and quite 

a number of students and teachers were sent to study in that 

country. Another reason is that RP has been the dialect 

described and presented, for many years, in a very considerable 

corpus of material produced for the teaching cf English as a 

second or foreign language, and is relatively clearly defined. 
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aesides, not only is RP the sole di.ale.ct l:'epresented in many 

reference books and textbooks produced in Britain over the last 

several decades, but it has been used as a standard in books 

for the study and teaching of English produced in many other 

countries, including textbooks compiled by Chinese teachers for 

students at different levels as well. 

Since the early 1970' s, with the development of diplomatic, 

economical and cultural relations between China and the USA and 

othe.r: English-speaking countries, such as Australia, Canada and 

New Zealand, teachers and students have been exposed to 

different accents, and have become more aware that there is a 

wide range of acceptable variation in pronouncing standard 

English. But the fact is that not all these dialects have been 

fully described, or at least the descriptions have not been 

widely ci.rculated, so theit characteristics are less well known 

to EFL teachers. Students perhaps would find them difficult to 

learn, because of lack of textbooks or tapes to learn from. 

The same is perhaps true of the study of Chinese. For 

foreigners, Putonghua (Chinese Standard language) or Mandarin 

is much easier to learn than the Henan dialects, for example, 

because it is fully described and taught in schools, and used 

in radio broadcasts. Once the sounds of Mandarin begin to rnean 

something to the learner, he can ::ieg in to make sense of the 

other dialects. The same experience might be undergone in 

acquiring a standard English pronunciation and other; ,,arieties 

of English pronunciations. 
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Lea?:ners, particula,c-ly those not living in the countries where 

the target language is spoken, can hardly form a clear auditory 

picture of the language if they are exposed to a variety of 

dialects before the sounds of any one dialect have been 

sufficiently impressed upon them. Once they have control of 

the sounds of one standardized dialect, it should not be 

difficult to adapt to those of another. The process of 

adaptation sbould be easier, if learners start from a clearly 

defined standard. It is, t:ierefore, a norm, a standard, that 

the teacher, and still more the learner, is look i ng for, first 

of all. 

It is generally acknowledged that RP and GA are the two accents 

of English which are mainly taught outside English-speaking 

countries. The prestige of each of them is ackncwledged and 

each is probably the accent in its sphere of influence to which 

speakers with other accents will ordinarily make concessions. 

They are thus the two "common denominators" and the mere 

numbers of speakers who use them is no necessary measure of the 

extent of their influence. So the learner in China would be 

well advised to model his speech on one of these two. The 

average learner needs to concentrate first on eradicating from 

his speech those features that make nim most conspicuo~s as a 

foreigner, while at the same time mastering the featur-es that 

apply to all fo::rns of En9lish. For learners who pass beyond 

the elemer,tary stage, it is interesti:ig and important to have 

some knowledge of English accents other than the one they have 
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at.tempted to acquire. Teachers need to teach an accent in 

which t.hey are competent, but all teachers teaching advanced 

students will also need at least some familiarity with the 

variety of spoken forms of English in orde::: to assist their 

students to understand these varieties . 

3.3 Problems of Teachino Pronunciation in China 

Since, in China, English is the predominant foreign language 

t.aught in tertiary education institutions and secondary schools 

as well as in the major urban primary schools starting with the 

third or fourth grade, there is a significant shortage of 

qualified teachers of English. At present, few native speakers 

of English are employed in foreign language institutes and on 

university faculties. Occasionally, there are a few short-term 

foreign experts invited on a government to government basis to 

conduct seminars or symposia at various tertiary institutions, 

and probably each year there will be one or two short-term 

in-service programs sponsored by foreign experts to help train 

EFL teachers (most of these teachers are from tertiary 

institutions). This is far from enough compared with the scale 

of education and the population. As mentioned in Chapter I, in 

theory, English teaching begins in the third primary graae and 

continues throughout primary and secondary school and on 

through the tertiary • 1 1.eve~. Howeve c, in reality, even in big 

cities like Peking and Shanghai, the English course starts from 
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the first year of junior secondary school because of lack of 

teachers. Only a few primary schools offer English courses. 

The total number of teachers specializing in teaching ::oreign 

languages in China at the end of June 1979 was about 7,250, 

among them 3,660 teachecs of English. In addition, there were 

about 5510 teachers who teach English but not as a 

specialization. Comparing this figure with China's immense 

population, the gap between the needs of English and the number 

of teachers is obvious (Wang 1981:658) 

3 . 3.l. General Principles 

Wit.~ the development of education in China today, t.be training 

of a large number of Qualified EFL teachers at various levels, 

especially at the primary and secondary levels, is of strategic 

importance, because teachers teaching at these two levels a r e 

generally less qualified than teachers in tertiary institutions. 

However it is generally acknowledged that the younger the 

child, the more he enjoys sheer mimicry and the quicker be 

approximates an accent. But primary and secondary teachers are 

often very weak in pronuncation because they lack training, 

tape-recorders, books and other facilities. Teachers and 

students tend to have a conviction that pronunciation wi l l 

'take care of itself' with the learners exposure to the target 

language. They neg lee t the fact that in Ch .ina, the 'e;q:;osure' 
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turns out to be only listening to tapes ( if they ai::-e available 

at school or at home) and English radio programs, or 

occasionally seeing a film in English. To expect students to 

learn correct pronunciation in such a way is unrealistic. 

Moreov~r 1 it takes no account of the teacher's role as a model 

in teaching pronunciation. The teacher may not consciously 

teach pronunciation, but st1.1dents inevitably hear him speak 

Er.glish in the course of their lessons. 

The following principles might serve as a guide to teachers. 

3.3.1.l Pronunciation as an Inevitable Part of Every Lesson 

Parish in his article (1977: 312) points out that everything the 

teacher does co-involves pronunciation. All communciation, 

£ r-ee ( in the form of directions, comments, conversation with 

students) or directed (in the form of exercises, dialogues, 

dictation, and pronunciation instruction per se), provides the 

student with a model that should theoretically benefit 

him/her. This implies that if teachers bother about this idea, 

they will have a certain automatic and inevitable impact on the 

student, provided that the student is constantly reminded that 

everything the teacher says is a "lesson in pronunciation". 

The students should be made sensitive to the fact that 

pronunciation is not something that goes on only when they are 

perfo.rming; tr.ey must remain alert to the teacher's way of 

speaking constantly, and of tte interchange that goes on 
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between other students and the teacher According to Maccarthy 

(1978:10) there is much of general educational and 

psychological value in the self-knowledge that is gained by 

all, and in the efforts at self-mastery that are demanded, in 

trying to achieve a high standard of pei:fcrmance 1.n a foi:eign 

tongue. 

3.3.l.2. Correction 

Teachers should realiz"e that correction of the students' faulty 

pronunciation is a continual on-going process, not something 

reserved for lessons or ex ere ises in pronunciation. The 

teacher should be making decisions continually about whether, 

when, and bow to correct the student; this does not imply 

constant interruption of the student's performance for the 

purpcse of pronunciation correction, but it does mean 

correction may be fed in at any time, other things being equal 

(Parish, 1977) . 

3.3.1.3. Progressive control of Pronunciation 

Teachers should reali:ze that the ability of students to acsorb 

and process correction is a slo~ly developing one. The student 

at any given time is capable of processing only a certain part 

of the information he hears, because there are so many thi.ngs 
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happening in the speech chain. When they are struggling to 

follow and llnderstand the sequence of words in a syntactic 

structure, they may be completely oblivious of how they sound 

when they speak them. 

3.3.l.4. Accuracy and Economy in Teaching Pronunciation 

The teachers' knowledge about the phonology of the target 

language will help them to be both accurate and economical in 

their work with the students' pronunciation. 

According to Parish 1 s (977:313) point of view, "accuracy means 

the ability of the instructor to be precise and focused about 

both the target sounds and the approximation of that sound by 

the student", It is necessary for teachei::s to recognize the 

distance between the student's production and the desired 

sound. If the sound is wrong, both the gram.'Tlar and vocabu l ary 

may be wrong . A Chinese student who cannot dis_tingu ish /i/ 

from /I/ or final /s/ or final /z/ will not be able to 

distinguish the latter from its homograph bases [~et SL~], --- the 

plural of base [het~] , thus leading to confusion between 

different vocabulary items. 

"Accuracy" also means t.hat teachers should be abl.e to specify 

steps and direction for covering the distance, as wel.l as to 

assess whether a given distance is significant or tr ival. For 
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example, in Chinese we have a vowel similar to / i:/, but no such 

sound as /I/ ( in Mandarin) . Students tend to replace / i.:/ with 

/I/. Similarly we have the consonant /s/, but no counterpart 

of /z/. Consequently, when a student pronounces the sentence 

"It fits me well", he might make mistakes and the utterance may 

be like "Eat feeds me well", and misunderstanding arises. 

mistakes should not escape attention. 

Such 

By neconomy" Parish refers to the principle that teachers 

should net attempt to deal overlong with students' stubborn 

problems. Pronunciation i.s an integrated element, rather than 

an isolated one in the entire language learning. The 

temptation to clear any mistake "in one go" or- "once and for 

all" is both unrealistic and wasteful of time and energy. 

3.3.1.5. The Teacher's Pronunciation 

Teacher-s for whom English is a foreign language will, in the 

course of their own study, have come uncer influences of one 

kind or another, first and foremost of their teachers, then of 

any English-speaking areas they may have visited or lived in, 

and of any media such as films, radio and television, disc or 

tape-recording, where some Jariety of English has been spoken. 

If, as a result of all this, their own s;ieech is something of a 

mixture, they should obtain infcir:mation from books or elsewhere 

that will enable them to sort o~t the phonetic differences and, 

if they so wish, adopt or discard particular usage. 
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3.3.2. Pronunciation and Student Needs 

3.3.2.l. Reasons for Learning English 

There are various reasons for which one bas to or wishes to 

study a foreign language. In the first place, it is necessary 

to learn the language of the country in which one intends to 

study or work. Secondly, one may have occasion to act as 

interpreter from one language to another, a subject to be 

discussed together with translation. Thirdly, one learns a 

foreign language in order to read books in the language for 

their content or for literary appreciation and be able to 

translate them into one's mother tongue when desirable or 

necessary. Fourthly, a student may take a course or courses in 

foreign languages in order to satisfy academic requirements, 

with good grades if possible. 

think of becoming EFL teachers. 

Finally, some students might 

3 . 3.2.2. Importance of Pronunciation 

Whatever the motive of the students, it is important to .realize 

that an adequate knowledge of the language must beg in with 

speaking. For purposes of studying or working abroad or oral 

interpreting, the point is of ccurse obvious. As for the 

purpose of reading foreign bcoks or periodicals, ii: is also 

necessary to acquire fluency in speaking in order to be able to 
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read the foreign language properly, as described in 

Chapter II. Besides, all students in China will be offered a 

job aftec graduation, but they cannot know what kind of jobs 

they will be assigned to in future. Although they make their 

own choices, they often take the wcrk offered to them as a sign 

of loyalty to the country. Those who think they are studying a 

foreign language only for the purpose of reading may find 

themselves in a ~osition where they need to understand and 

speak the language properly. such examples are net rare 

nowadays with the development of diplomatic, commercial, and 

cultural relations between China and other countries. These 

people will need to start all over again to learn to speak the 

target language, which is merely a waste of time. Had they 

started learning the language properly, they would have been 

able to cope with their new task at once. 

Take the short-term intensive training course (for Chinese 

scientists and technicians who are going to be sent abroad to 

study or to work in Beijing Second Institute of Foreign 

Languages as an example). Many candidates have studied English 

for several years alre2.dy (at. least six years at secondary 

school and two years at college), yet they cannot understand 

and speak it . 

It is mentioned in Chapter II that one of the most common 

:allacies in connection with foreign language learning is to 

claim that only a reading knowledge is required. This is 
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perha ps one of t he reasons why the Ministry of Education 

organized a confei:ence i.n 197 8 to discuss the importance cf 

raising the quality of teaching at diffe re:.t levels, 

particularly the secondary and primary levels. 

3.4 The "Crit ical Periodu Hypothesis 

It was mentioned in 3.2 .1. 3. (p. 67.) that one of the teacher's 

tasks in teaching pronunciation is to help students eradicate 

from their speech those features that make them most 

conspicuous as foreigners. By consp icuous features we r efer to 

the "foreign accent", which is often thought to be the result 

of an age-related diminution in the ability to l earn to 

pronounce languages . 

3.4 .1 "P"oreign Accent" 

Perception of a foreign accent derives from differences in 

p ronunciation oE a language by native and non-native speakers. 

Flege (19 80:117) claims that: 

"like t he chi l d learning a first language, an adult L2 
learner mus t slowly l ea rn t o articulate unfami l iar 
sounds and to extend production of already familiar 
sounds to new phone t ic contexts. But unlike the 
child , the adult learne r mus t also modi fy certain 
well-establ i shed articulatory habi ts in crcer to· 
p r oduce L2 phonemes according to phonetic norms of the 
target languages" . 
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Flege further points out that if examined in sufficient detail, 

there is indication that the learner's pronunciation of L2 is 

distinct from that of eitber Ll or L2, that is, as an 

"interlanguage". 

Later Flege in his article (1981:443) points out again that 

perception of a foreign accent is not just based on overtly 

detectable mispronunciations of sound segments. Listeners are 

more likely to base a judgement of foreign accent on some 

combioation of segmental, subsegmental, and _suprasegmental 

differences which distinguish the speech of native from that of 

non-native speakers. 

Rivers (1968:114) describes a foreign accent as nsomething 

inevitable if students attempt to produce the souncs of a new 

.language while keeping their mouths shaped and their tongues 

placed as for similar sounds in their native language". She 

notes that the position of the tongue and the shape of t he lips 

combine to alter the shape of the front and back .resonating 

chambers in the mouth and thus alter the timbre of the sound 

prodllCed. She suggests that since so many elements are 

involved, the number of possibilit i es is enormous. A give!1 

sound can be reproduced accurately only by a similar 

conjunction of these various elements. If the teacher is 

unable to detect how the sound should sound and what he should 

be doing to refroduce the target sound acceptabl~·, thE teacher 

cannot help the student effectively . 
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3.4.2. Accent and Age of L2 Acquisition 

According to the •critical periodn hypothesis {Lenneberg, 1967) 

for second language learning, adults usually cannot learn to 

speak a foreign language without accent, because the central 

nervous system undergoes some permanent reorganization at about 

puberty, thereby distinguishing adults and adolescents from 

younger language learners. 

Considering the many phonetic differences that might 

distinguish the learner's native language from a f oreign 

language, one might wonder if any learner of a second language, 

child or adult, will manage to pronounce a foreign language 

without conspicuous accent. 

Several studies have investigated how English native speakers 

rate the English produced by individuals who began learning 

English as a foreign language at various ages. 

findings of these studies are guoted below, 

3.4.2.l. Cerebral Dominance 

Some of the 

Scovel (1969:245-252), based on Lenneberg's theory on "critica l 

period" (cerebral dominance), suggests that three factors are 

universally true of all speech communities: (a) that a ll 

childz:e:1 az:e equally competent 1n the acquisition of second 
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language without a "foreign accent", (b) that, while adults 

vary in the skill with which they acquire foreign languages, 

few adults ever z:id themselves completely of foreign accents, 

(c) that adults can all recognize a foreign accent in their 

native language. He has explained these factors by proposing 

that tbe ability to master the phonetic systems of second 

languages is lost with the completion of cerebral dominance. 

It is suggested that it is the nature of the human brain not 

its nurture, that is essentially involved here - specifically, 

that the onset of cerebral dominance, which seems to occur 

around the age of twelve, inhibits the ability of a person to 

master the sound patterns cf a second language without foreign 

accent. 

3.4.2.2. Lateralization 

Krashen (1973:63-72) points out that new evidence is presented 

that modifies Lenneber.g's (1967i proposed critical period of 

language acquisition. The development of lateralization is 

complete much earlier than puberty and is thus not a barrier to 

accent free second language learning by adults. Rather, the 

development of lateralization may correspond to normal f irst 

language acquisition. In the joint study by several linguists 

Genie, a girl who endured 11 years of enforced isolation, shows 

that some first language acauisition is possible after the 

critical per.iod, o.::..though some mechanism outside of the left 
.. 
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hemisphere may be involved. The girl's slow but steady 

progress, according to his opinion, also implies that adult 

achievement in learning second languages should not be 

pre-judged. 

3.4.2.3. Affective Variables 

Schuman (1975:209-232) claims, after reviewing several research 

findings concerned with the study of the second language 

acquisition, that several factors are important in second 

language learning. A.n:ong them are the method cf instruction, 

age, aptitude and certain affective variables such as attitude, 

motivation and empathy. These issues, according to his 

opinion, are related to thB problem of age in second language 

learning, but he suggests that affective variables may play a 

more important role than does biological maturation in p~oblems 

associated with adult second language acquisition. He points 

out that the learner's "positive or. f"!egative attitude towards 

the speakers of the target language can either enhance or 

inhibit language acquisition", and a person 1 s motivations for 

language study is also important. Whether a person has an 

integrative motivation (i.e. desire to learn the second 

lang•.iage in order to communicate with speakers of that 

language) or an instrumental motivation (i.e., desire to le.:irn 

the second language for more utilitarian reasons such as 

fulfilling cou.rse requirements oc getting jcb) has been shown 

! .. :.r,_~~W2'iS&i?51~~• 
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to affect second language learning differently in different 

settings. 

Schuman also points out in his article (1975) that Alexander z 

Gruiora at the University of Michigan has been attempting to 

study the relationship between empathy and the ability to 

pronounce a second language. It is observed that people who 

are more sensitive in their interactions with others, and who 

are more receptive to subtle cues of behaviour and fee.lings, 

would have an enhanced capacity to discern those cues and 

nuances which, when incorporated in speaking, produce authentic 

native like pronunciation. 

3.4,2.4. Acquisition of Phonological System Compared With 

Acquisition of Syntactic System. 

Fathman (1975:245-252) claims that in her study of the 

relationship between certain aspects of the second language 

acquisition, process and age, there appeared to be a difference 

in the rate of lea::ning of English phonology, mocphology and 

syntax based upon differences in age. The younger children, 

aged 6-10 years, received significantly higher rates on their 

English pronunciation, sugg~sting that preteen children are 

more successful at learning the phonology cf a new language. 

"These results sup9ort those of Asher and Garcia (1969), Oyama 

(1973), Seliger, Krashen ar.d 1adefrJged (1974). The children 
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aged 11-15 years received significantly higher scores on the 

oral production test, indicating that they were more successful 

in learning the morphology and syntax of a second language. 

This agrees with results reported by Asher and Price (1967) and 

Ervin-Tripp (1974), but she points out that these data alone do 

not prove that there is necessariJ.y a critical period for 

second language learning, but they do suggest that the ability 

to learn certain aspects of a second language may be age 

related. 

She concludes !:hat the reasons for these differences may be 

related to maturational, physiological or environmental 

factors. There may actually be an early er i tical period which 

the ability to discriminate, to interpret er to imitate sounds 

is manifested most fully; whereas, after puberty the ability to 

learn rules, to make generalizations or to memorize patterns 

may be more fully developed. 

3.4.2.5, Phonological Translation 

Flege (1981:443-453) claims that c:xisting studies of L2 

pronunciation, however, do not seem to support the claim th.:1t 

there is some fundamental cifterence between child~en and 

adults in phonetic learning ability. The continued presenc_e of 

accent may instead be a consequence cf the 

establishment of stable phonological re?resentatians for sounds 
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and words in the native language. Language learners who 

perceive sounds in the target language to be phonologically 

identical to native-language sounds (despits possible phonetic 

differences between the two languages) may base whatever 

phonetic learning that does occur during the acquisition 

process on an acoustic model provided by pairs of similar 

sounds in two 

language-specific 

languages, 

acoustic 

rather 

model 

than on a single 

as in first-language 

acquisition. Thus an adult or child learner of a foreign 

language may retain the same kind of phonetic learning ability 

evident in early childhood and yet still speak with an accent 

because phonological translation provides a two language source 

of phonetic input that may ultimately limit progress in 

learning to pronounce a foreign language. 

3.4.3. Implications of the Research into a ~critical Period" 

for Learning Pronunciation 

From the above research, though the issues need to be further 

studieci, we can form a general picture that teaching English 

pronunciation to children is at least as important as teaching 

adult university students. In reality, this principle is not 

followed, at least in China. The reasons may be su™nar i zed as 

the problem of qualification of the teacher, the attitude of 

the educator and student towards language teaching and 

learning, and the lack of teaching facilities, which have 
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al.ready been mentioned in th€ previous sections and chapters. 

In summary, two important points are worth noticing in teaching 

pronunc ia tio n, namely, the training of teachers in 

pronunciation, and the use of audio-visual aids. 

(1) Raising teaching quality at the secondary and primary 

levels are essential. In order to make the point clearer, a 

chart of the age and years of schooling in China is given. 

Age of Entry Years Age of Graduation 

Primary 

Secondary 

Tertiary 

6-7 

12-13 

18-19 

6 

6 

4-5 

12-13 

18-19 

22-23 

The differences in age and maturity at the three levels will 

involve different techniques and varying emphasis. The younger 

the child the more he enjoys sheer mimicry and the more 

frequently he may be engaged in activities which are largely 

repetitive, while the older students like to understand what 

they are doing and why. Therefore, teachers who teach the 

younger students need better pronunciation for the students to 

imitate. A bad model at that stage will result in 

deeply-rooted mispronunciations. 

(2) The use of language aids can greatly assist in impro_ving 

pronunciation. Recent advances in applied science have 

provided foreign language teachers wit.h new opportunities to 

·.:..,._~:,-x;;-___ .,_.,., __ . ___ .. : :•~·:·~ 
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help their students learn. ?ilrns, filmstrips, recorded types, 

pictures, o.r other teaching aids encourage the student to take 

part in the learning situation. They bring the outside world 

into the class and offer a window for the students to see 

real-life situations. 

A young newcomer to a country seems to learn a foreign language 

very quickly, because he has a very strong desire to learn it. 

He wants to take part in other children's games. He tries to 

imitate them, and when he is laughed at because of the mistakes 

he makes, he tries again. Fluency in the foreign language is 

an immediate necessity for him. The way he learns the foreign 

language is in the context of real-life situation. 

As to pronunciation, we all have the same experience that when 

we learn an isolated sound, it is not difficult. When it is 

the question of using it in a natural speech flow, it becomes 

quite different. The use of audio-visual aids can help the 

teacher to achieve this_ goal. Besides, to compensa ;:e for the 

limitations of the teacher, every teacher in China needs to be 

trained in the proper use of teaching aids. 

3.5 Conclusion 

In foreign language teaching, pronunciation is the area where 

it is generally ag::-eed t:b~,t imitation is one of the i mportar.t 
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factors of the learning process. It involves several factors, 

such as age,! motivation, methods of learning and teaching 

facilities. For successful imitation, students need to listen 

to themselves. Most people cannot really monitor their own 

speech, and help from tape recording can be invaluable. 

Hearing himself on tape in contrast with the speech-model not 

only convinces the student that he has, or has not, achieved 

success, but gives him clues for further improvement. 

Given the aim of encouraging accurate imitation, the teacher I s 

choice of what to teach and in what order to teach it, depends 

partly on his decision as to what sound features are essential 

for intelligibility in the variety of English he has to teach, 

The teacher can assess the areas of pronunciation where 

cifficulty is likely to occ~r. Altbough di:£erent languages of 

.......... ,_ .... ~...;,i:'-~ ~--- --,;:.•1y.- - -- -- - - - - - ~-~,;; :::,- ·-.~ .::.:..'::.- -----

prcC..uce, 

~--~-~----~--... --..--::; . - .-

contrasts with permitted variaticns is common to all. 

The next chapter discusses this in more detail. 

C:is~:..nct:"'~.,.e 

. .....,.., 
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CHAPTER 4: SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACH ING PRONUNCIATION IN CHINA 

4.1 Introduction 

Teo?.ching pronunciation has long been considered by some 

teachers and s tudents a "trival" activity, cons isting of having 

students repeating such tongue twisters as "she sells sea 

shells by t he sea shore", which, although sometimes f unny, are 

not of much help . However, to leave pronunciation to take care 

of itself is virtually to ensure t hat a really a cceptable 

standard is never reached - probably with the exception of very 

few talented individuals. For some teachers, pronunciation has 

been confused with phonetics, wnich has meant physics, 

physiology, and linguistics mixed together in order to frigh ten 

both teachers and students. Perhaps because of this, in spite 

of a large number of good articles in readily accessible 

pL!blications, it is still hard to convince the average teacher 

in China that pronunciation can be taught wi thout tea rs . 

Nonetheless, i f pronunciation is not lef t to taKe care of 

itself, and should be taught, whatever orae does about it takes 

up time. New this should not be mad e the excuse for doing 

nothing. Since time is always in short supply i n the teaching 

situation, its efficient use is of the utrr,ost importance. I n 

the average language teaching situation, with every aspect 

demanding attention, na turally pronunciation competes with all 
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the rest for time, and to claim for it more than a fal.r share 

would be unrealistic. Teachers should decide what is the 

proper share for pronunciation, taking everything into account, 

and that time should be used as effectively as possible. In 

order to achieve the goal of good pronunciation, the teacher 

needs to insist on it from the outset, and to allow enough time 

for students to reac~ appropriate standards. 

4.2 Necessity of Ear Training 

In China, learning to acquire the pronunciation habits of a 

foreign language involves a large number of skills . 

In general, pronunciation teaching deals with two interrelated 

skills - recognition and production skills. These skills .::e l y 

very little on intellectual mastery of any pronunciation rules, 

particularly for students. ultimately it is only practice in 

listening acd pronouncing which will give the learner the 

skills he requires. 

In order to hear the new language accurately enough to imitate 

~ t, the Chinese learners !l'.L!St res[)ond to a whole new sound 

system. Since so many -;leraents are involved, the number of 

possibilties of making mistakes is enorIT_ous . Cor::ect hearing 

i.s the prerequisite. As Leon ( 1966: 59) points out, phonetic 

habits cannot be masterBd solely thr0t.:.gh 3Cticulato::y drill. 
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It is quite possible to produce a sound with different mouth 

shape but without any significant difference in the sound 

output. He also claims that the control of sound production is 

probably much more auditory than articulatory, and as lcr.g as 

the sound has not been heard correctly, it cannot be reproduced 

correctly except by chance . 

Therefore, the training of the ear is a prerequisite for 

efficient foreign language study. 

Three types of auditory training for teaching and improving 

pronunciatior. are relevant to foreign language teaching 

listening to observe, de-conditioning :rom Ll influence and 

sound discrimination. 

4.2.l. Listening to Observe 

Allen and Valette (1977:56) suggest that listening sbould go 

before speaking and repeating . They be_lieve that students who 

receive intensive listening training before they begin speaking 

and repeating tend to develop a stronger command of the second 

language and better pronunciation. They label this kind of 

listening as 'initial listening practice', but a more exact 

term would be 'listening to observe', because no repetitio_n or 

imitation is recommend eel at this stage. By observation they 

mean helping the students co listen to sounds heard and 

b~ ~wwwum •~ 
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noticing things abou t them, a nd the teache r's L'Ole here is to 

provide opportunities which would otherwise not occur, or would 

occur only intermittently and in haphazard fashion. 

Resea_fch by Postovsky (1974: 230) has shown the importance of 

i nitial listening practice in l anguage acqu i sition . His 

find ings suggest that students who receive intensive l istening 

training before they begin speaking and repe ating tend to 

develop a stronger c o mma nd of the second l a ng uage and oetter 

pronunciation. 

However, it is important here to make a distinction between 

listening in order to observe and listen ing fo r compre hension, 

although they are clearly related tc each o t her. When 

listening to observe, the s tudents' atte ntion is directed to 

the ' strange' sound features, and t hey gradually develop a 

sense of what that l anguage sounds like. comprehension is 

achieved more efficiently af ter preparation of the kind here 

outlined. Then, when s tudents begin speaking , they have 

alceady go t a conccete idea of those words and sentences they 

are to perfo r m, and may even be able to monitor at least in 

part wha t they are saying and wit.hout: r ely ing a t all times on 

the teacher . 

~he technique of di rec ting the students ' attent ion, accor_q ing 

to Maccarthy (1978 : 15), consists of: 

"fi rst m,sk ing clear , 
ex actly what is to 

wi th adequate demonstrations , 
c..e listened fcit; then giving 

a IE .ell : 444 1 &d• z 
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sufficient, which means a large number of, 
opportunities of listening for that specific thing, so 
that each individual can exercise his personal 
judgement on the audible stimuli presented to him; and 
finally s~pplying the correct answers so that each 
listener can check at once whether his judgement was 
correct and has therefore to ·that extent proved itself 
reliable, or whether any areas of doubt or positive 
error are revealed, of which he might well have been 
and have remained unaware, showing the neeed for 
further training." 

The aim of this kind of training is to train the discrimination 

ability, not to test, so that material used should be within 

the capacity cf every learner to respond. There is little 

point in establishing who can do better than someone else; each 

person, after practice, can get benefit from exercising his 

auditory judgement and gain confidence in his powers of 

recognition and discrimination, when his attention is directed 

to .listening. 

4.2.2. "De-conditioning" from the Influence of Ll. 

Maccarthy (1978:16) suggests that at the outset of foreign 

language study, if learners can develop some kind of perceptual 

framework within which to locate and relate audible language 

phenomena in general, their dependence on the mother tongue 

experience will be reduced. 

He explains that since every individual is so powerfully 

conditioned by the mother-tongue to interp::et in tec:ms of it 

J the phenomena of ocher languages learned subsequently, the only 

~· 

i 
;. 
~-iii ~. 
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effective solution must surely be to set out deliberately to 

achieve a certain amount of "de-conditioning" of the learners 

as they come to their foreign language, or as soon after as may 

be. Clearly the de-conditioning can never be more than 

partial, but, once this has been achieved, the second language 

will cause far less trouble. 

Maccarthy does not view "de-conditioning" as a matter of 

preparing the learners for a specific language - conditioning 

them to it, as it were. That is what is usually attemped by 

procedures such as presenting minimal pairs of words involving 

the 11owels and consonants of the target language, it being 

taken for granted that the learners are capable of profiting 

from this. He regards this type of activity as quite beyond 

beginning students who are just not ready to do it effectively, 

and who need preparation for the later stage of conditicning. 

The de-conditioning process should take the form of pi.-esenting 

to the ear, as a preliminary, each of the basic phenomena of 

speech in its simplest form, far simpler than the combination 

and superimposition of auditory features as they occur in any 

actua~ spoken language. 

Maccarthy notes that some of the basic paramaters of speech are 

involved with number, order, duration, pitch, and quality. A 

few specimen exercises on each of tnese follow over the page, 
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Numbe.r 

Exercise: The students are presented with an utterance 

pronounced a different, stated number of times, e.g. 

twice, three times. Tbey a.re required to say what 

number of utterances they hear; these can take the 

form of syllables, e.g. CV or eve, o.r of isolated 

vowels, or of 'words' of various lengths. A,iy child 

capable of counting objects up to about six could do 

this and get it right. 

E.>:ercise: same or different? rs the number of utterances in 

the two sequences the same or different? 

Stimulus A: da da da da 

da da da Answer: DIFFERENT 

Stimulus B: da da da da 

da da da da ,\nswer: SAME 

Order 

Exercise (after the appropriate demonstrations) 

Which comes sooner, bi or bu? 

Stimulus c. ba ba ba bi ba bu bi ba 

Which comes last, bi or bu? 

Stimulus D. bi bu bi bi ba bi bu 

Answer: bi 

Answer: bu 

Exercise (when the distinction between vowels and consonant has 

been established): Does the last syllable of the utterance end 

in a vowel or a consonant? (With appropriate ~tterances, 

followed by the correct answers.) 
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Present or Absent? 

This type of exercise is useful in preparation for observing 

features such as elision and weak forms of syllable consonants 

in English; it is also valuable for cultivating auditory 

awareness, alertness, speed of reaction and power of 

concentration, 

Exercise: Is a certain vowel, or a certain type of vowel (e.g. 

nasal, front rounded, central) present in or absent from an 

utterance? Is a certain consonant, or a certain type of 

consonant (voiceless, affricate, etc.) present or absent? It 

is immaterial that the technical terms for some of these are 

not previously known: all will have been def illed and 

demonstrated fj.rst. It is beside the point that some of the 

phenomena are not found in a given language: the hearer is 

being de-conditioned, and made 'ready for anything' . Clearly 

some of those illustrated here would be unsuitable for use with 

the very young. 

Duration 

The demonstrations involve presenting longer and shorter vowel 

sounds, single and doubled consonants. 

Exercise: Identify shorter vowels in a sequence of single 

sounds. Identify longer vowels in a sequence of single 

sounds. Identify shorter and longer vowels in various types of 

syllable, all kinds of utterances. 

Pitch 

Students are asked to cecide whether the pi:ch is steady or 
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moving, a succession of separate utterances, or whether a 

moving pitch is rising or falling, with later elaborations on 

th i.s theme. 

vowel Quality 

This is more advanced. The task can be to 

distinctions such as close/open, front/back, etc. 

recognize 

This can 

also be applied to consonants, e.g. to identify the features of 

aspiration in voiceless Plosives, etc. 

The intention, according to MacCar-thy, is to bring about some 

degree of de-conditioning from that mother-tongue influence 

which otherwise leads a learner to interpret linguistic events 

automatically and exclusively in terms of it. He is convinced 

that work along the lines suggested, though it might appear at 

first sight to be misguided, or going about the language 

instruction in a roundabout way, is on the contrary very much 

to the point for any learner of any foreign language, 

irrespective of his own linguistic background. 

This is perhaps true. A child listens and stores 

imfressions tefore it begins to speak and how miraculously 

ready-made expressions tumble out without having been built up 

piecemeal, or apparently learnt and practised in speech in 

embryo beforehand. Yet adults of ten neglect the need for the 

patj.ence or the hal:.it of listening that a child has; so the 

capacity, if it is there, passes unnoticed. 

,-~•--.•····-· 
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similar training was put into practice in Jinan university in 

canton, China, in the 1960's. The new English major students 

did similar exercises based on meaningless mono-syllables or 

dysyllables for six weeks as a remedial measure to help improve 

their pronunciation when they first entered the university. 

Most of them were from Southeast Asia and had very strong 

accents. After that, many of them became quite sensitive to 

the sound features of the target language. Now in China, as a 

rule, all the English-major students, after their enrolment 

into the institution, go through a four-week remedial 

pronunciation class, but teachers usually do not pay too much 

attention to it and spend most of the time teach .i ng grammar 

rather than sound features. If the described de-conditioning 

exercises were given at the primary school level, the students 

might benefit more from it. 

It should be noted that Maccarthy claims that material for this 

kind of training must be carefully graded, and to start wi th 

cannot be too simple whatever the age-group or standard of the 

learner. Though the manner of presentation to children wil.!. 

obviously differ from that suitable with grown-ups, all should 

be put through similar exercises at the start; material for 

adults can then be more steeply graded as found appropriate. 

'!'he utterances themselves can be given live or in recorded 

focm; a recording, even if of good quality will prove more 

taxir.g since listeners have not the advantage of observing such 

tbings as the lip movements of a speaker. 
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4.2.J. sound discrimination 

Rivers (1968:116) favours the discrimination exercises on 

phonemes, because a phoneme is the smallest element of sound in 

a language which is recognized by a native speaker as making a 

difference to meaning. Therefore, understanding of phonemic 

dis.:inctions becomes most important at these points where the 

phonemic systems of the native language and the foreign 

language do not coincide. She points out that: 

"students listening to a foreign language in the early 
stages will 'hear' the phonemes of their own language, 
that is, they will automatically classify new sounds 
as variants of familiar native-language phonemes, 
Students in whose language the distinction between /u/ 
and /u/ does not determine differences of meaning will 
at first notice this distinction. It is at such point 
of divergence that students will have to be taught by 
aural discrimination exercises to. 'hear' differences 
of which they have never before been conscious. Until 
they can per:ceive these differences readily they will 
have great difficulty in producing acceptable 
imitations of these sounds." 

Her theory has been adopted by most Chinese teachers, and 

exercises of this sort appear in textbooks for all levels, but 

whether they are really put into practice by teachers is 

another problem. 

4.3 Performance Traininq 

4.3.1. Teacher as a Model 

'!'he teac:1ing of English pronunciation is both a simple ar.d a 

complicat1;ri prccedure. It is simple in that such teaching 
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involves merely the drilling of students on the vai:ious sounds 

of English. Any conscientious teacher can do that. It is 

complicated because it involves t.echn iques, t irne and teacher's 

performance standard. 

Rivers (1968) points out that unless tapes or records of native 

speakers are being used extensively, the student cannot advance 

in articulation and intonation beyond the stage which his 

teacher has reached. Continually hea.:-ing inaccurate 

approximations in the classroom will make the teacher less 

conscious of his own defects and his ace en t will inevitably 

deteriorate over a period of years. It is essential that the 

teacher work at the improvement of his own pronunciation. 

Rivers further emphasizes that in areas where students cannot 

readily meet native speakers of the language or travel to a 

country where the language i.s spoken, tapes and records should 

be incorporated in the work of the class as often as possible 

so that students may imitate authentic speech, rather than even 

a good approximation of it. Ee also points out that there are 

always students who, given such opportunities, can readily 

acquire a more nearly native pronunciation than that of the 

non-native teacher. 

4.3.2. Different Emphasis at Different Stages. 

~any teachers would ask whether they are expected to teach 
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pronunciation separately from other aspects of the language. 

The answer to that is that in general they are not expected to 

do this. The ideal situation is where the teaching of 

pronunciaton proceeds simultaneously with the teaching of 

everyt_hing else in tbe language. If we give oral practice, we 

are bound to insist that pronunciation is as accurate as it can 

be. An oral response is not correct if the pronunciation is 

unacceptable . 

4.3.2.1. Primary School Level 

For children (primary school level) , it is not necessary to 

allot several weeks to a complete study of the sound system of 

the language at the beginning of the English course, although 

ear training mentioned in the previous section can be used 

(which is based on single syllable} , and then, mimicking and 

singing songs can be adopted as the main teaching method. For 

children the foreign language lessons should be lively and 

exciting with much mimicry and active use of the language (e.g. 

playing games) The younger the children, the more they enjoy 

sheer mimicry and the more frequently they may be engaged in 

activities which are largely repetitive, and according to 

Rivers (1968) choral repetition is of great val ue at this 

stage. She believes that young children will learn sounds as 

they are mimicking phrasBs and singing songs, with an 

in<:: iden ta l articulatory e;<p.l.ana t ion where needed and 

occasionally drilling in areas of special difficulty. 
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Choral repetition gives students ample opportunity to practice 

making sounds, thus giving them essential exercise 1n new 

muscle movements and time to develop an audi tary memory of the 

sound patterns. In choral practice, shy children are hidden in 

the crowd and acquire confidence in articulating the foreign 

sounds, and children with less aptitude for imitation are 

carried along with others. Children who acquire a 

foreign-language pronunciation rapidly are given ample time for 

expression and are imitating the correct model at all times, 

whereas in a one-by-one classroom situation these children 

often have very few opportunities to practise aloud and are 

influenced by listening to the incorrect efforts of their less 

gifted fellows. The shortcoming of this method is that the 

errors of a number of the children will be muffled by the 

torrer,t of sound. The teacher may be under the illusion that 

all is well. So, if a language lab is accessible, and can be 

used for short periods at frequent intervals, the teacher will 

be able to hear and analyze individual difficulties, giving 

help where needed without interrupting the work of others who 

do not have the same problem. 

4.3.2.2. Secondary and Tertiary Levels 

For adolescents and adults who are studying at secondary school 

or at the first year. of the tertiary level, the introductory 

lessons may well include some direct instruction in the 
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differences between the phonological systems of the native 

language and of the foreign language (which will be discussed 

in the latter part of this chapter). Rivers (1968) suggests 

that this may be in ten-minute stretches at the beginning of 

successive lessons, as long as such theoretical instruction is 

always accompanied by the learning of some authentic language 

material. rn this way, the students feel they are really 

coming to grips with the language from the beg inning, while 

having the opportunity to apply what they have just learned 

about sounds in a pr act ica 1 con text. ttoweve r, at the same 

time, she emphasizes that students must not be allowed to 

pronounce or read for long periods anything which has not been 

carefully practiced orally with the teacher or a model, 

because, if their acquisition of the sound system is still at a 

celicate and uncertain stage, che teacher will be repaid by 

hearing a rapid deterioration in articulation and intonation. 

Native-language sounds will cree? back in, 

practice will have to be instituted. 

and remedial 

If a teacher takes over an advanced class which has been poorly 

trained in pronunciation, then, aural discrimination of 

correctly and incorrectly articulated sounds will need to 

precede direct practice because the students will have 

developed the habit of id-entifying what they are saying with 

what they are hearing, and they will ct first think correct 

pronunication of English speech artificial and amusing . 
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At this stage dictation can be a useful technique for verifying 

whether students have learned to make certain discrirn.inations 

among sounds, if the words contain letters rep.resenting 

consistent sounds. Another type of dictation is IPA 

dictation. Students are asked to write down in IPA symbols a 

certain number of nonsense wcrds or syllables composed c,f the 

problematic sounds they have come across. 

Learning by heart of rhymes anc poems is also a device for 

pronunciation practice at this stage. But these must be 

carefully chosen and appropriate to the students' level. 

·reachers should notice that students at these levels are much 

more self-conscious, especially in co-educational classes. 

Boys and girls of this age do not like to make fools of 

themselves in front of their peers. Teachers should try their 

best to overcome this reluctance and inhibition . 

4.3.3. Prevention of Deterioration 

Deterioration of pronunciation needs to be prevented. In 

China, after several years of effort, the teachers very often 

find themselves in a discour3ging situation. Students who have 

acquired an accertable pronunciation often show a cisti~ct 

retrogression, becac.se the students are S..lr:::cunded cy a 

native-language atmosphere and the better students are 
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continually hearing poor pronunciation from their classmates, 

or even, in some cases, from the poorly prepared teacher . 

In the case of China, the explanation for such deterioration 

can be the lack of vigilance on the part of the teacher, who is 

preoccupied with the problems of new skills to be developed; a 

reduction cf time on aural-oral activities, so that students no 

longer hear authentic native speech, particularly at the third 

or fourth year of their study in the univeristy, and more and 

more quizzes and tests which are wholly -written in form ,rnd 

which make the students neglect the necessity of improving 

their pronunciation. 

4.4 The use of the International Phonetic Alchabet 

Any teacher who attempts to teach pronunciation automatir.:ally 

mak e:s some use of phonetics. Na tlHally, the more a teacher 

knows about phonetics, the better. All teachers are required 

to know something about the speech apparatus and speech 

production - a general knowledge of the phonetic structure of 

English. A distinction should be made between 'phonetics' and 

'phonetic symbols'. The two terms are not identical, thmigh 

many people tend tc us~ them indiscriminately. Phonetics is 

concerned with the study of speech sounds and proper 

pronunciation, ,.,.hile "phonetic transcription is no more than a 

useful tool that phoneticians use in the description of speech" 
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(Ladeforged, 198 2} . rt is quite possible to teach 

pronunciation wiU10ut making use of phonetic symbols 

(particularly in English-speaking countries), and it is also 

possible to make extensive use of such symbols without 

succeeqing in teaching pronunciation. However, the use of 

phonetic script contributes directly to the correction of 

errors in pronunciation in non-native countries. 

The most common set of phonetic symbols now in use is the 

alphabet of the International Phonetic Association, which was 

developed to symbolize the sounds found in all languages. All 

the teachers of English in China a.re familiar with IPA. These 

symbols now appear, to a greater or lesser degree, in most 

modern textbocks in the world. There are certain groups of 

teachers who strongly advocate the extensive use of phonetic 

transcription in all foreign language teaching. These teachers 

make great claims about the results to be achieved. However, 

arguments exist among experts. 

Derrick (1966:109) points out the advantages of using IPA in 

teaching English to i:nmigrants: 

"The ability to use phonetic transcription is in fact 
a very u.seful thing for the teacher of language, as 
also for the learner, who thus esuipped can, fer 
instance, find out for himself by consulting a 
pronouncing dictionary how a word is to be 
pronounced. Phonetic transcription, which makes use 
of a set of unambiguous symbols, each representing a 
separate sound cf the language, provides a way of 
referring to the sounds of the language, for which tne 
normal alphabet and convent.ional English spelling are 
inadequate". 
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Rivers (1968:130) distinguishes phonetic script (in square 

brackets) from phonemic script (between slanted lines) , and 

points out that since each phonetic symbol represents a precise 

sound, advocates of tbe IPA notation maintain that such symbols 

become a guide to exact p.ronur.ciation for the student, while 

phonemic symbols indicate the sounds I with in a certain band of 

tolerance, which are essential to comprehension of meaning in a 

particular language. 

Fromkin and Rodman ( 1978: 59) claim that a phonetic alphabet 

should include enough symbols to represent 'crucial' 

differences in the spoken language, and at the same time it 

should not, and cannot, include all noncrucial differences, 

since the differences are infinitely varied. A chart of 

phonetic symbols which, it is claimed, can be used to represent 

all the basic speech sounds of English is shown in the book 

(pages 61-6 3) , These symbols are those most widely used by 

American linguists and phoneticians, and differ from those of 

the IPA. All phoneticians are advised to adept the IPA 

symbols, al though in many American publications the jl)._mer ican 

symbols are used. 

The ability to use phonetic transcription in China is in fact a 

very useful thing for the teacher and the learner, who thus 

eQuipped can, for instance, find out for themselves by 

consulting a dictionary how a word is to be pronounced. 

Dictionaries compiled in China all use the IPA system. This 
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problem will not be relevant to the teaching of languages where 

the orthographic sysi::em and the phonolog ica 1 system are 

consistently related, with one symbol or group of symbols 

always representing one sound or phonemic distinction. In the 

case of· English however, because of the rather 'chaotic' 

spelling system, it is helpful to learn phonetic symbols_ 

Yet, despite these advantages, some teachers are disenchanted 

with the entire phonetic system of transcription now in use. 

Some authorities have sponsored one set of changes; others have 

recommended something quite different, The general tendency 

toward simplification is to be commended, yet such changes have 

added to the confusion felt 1:-y teachers who are not 

native-speakers (such as teachers in China) regarding the use 

of phonetic symbols in general, and have resulted in 

disillusionment with all forms of phonetic script, 

In fact, the problem is not complicated. Since in China, t he 

IPA has been popular Eor many years, it can continue to be 

used . Practice in China has shown that the use of phonetic 

symbols as an aid to teaching pronunciation is effective in a 

well organized school system where students ~egin to study 

English in the lower primary grades and continue studying right 

through tertiary level. In such classes there is both time and 

opportunity to make phonetics an integral part of the program. 

However, it is worth noticing that at primary schoo: level, the 

learning of the orthographic system of the language 
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simultaneously will be confusing and taxing. At the secondar y 

school level on the other hand, when the students have already 

been drilled in the production of certain sounds, phonetic 

symbols could be used for pui:-poses of refi nement and 

explanation, and to help students to pronounce word s which are 

in an unusual way . 

4 . 5 Order of ?resentation 

rt is usual for teachers not to teach everything about the 

sound system of the language, since time is l irni ted and this 

would be pedantic and would hinder more than it would help. 

However, it is very diff icult to build up a g radual teaching 

seQuence for pronunciation teach ing since even at the beginn i ng 

level, all the sounds of English t end to occur within the first 

few montbs of teaching, no matter how carefully the texts are 

compiled. 

Lado (1964: 76) points out that the overall s ound s ystem should 

probably be presented at fir s t for general orientation and s et 

but not for mastery, because one canno t learn a compl e x sound 

system such as that of language a t one sweep. He s uggests t hat 

although traditionally the consonants and vowels have been 

taught first a nd stress, r hythm and i n tonation not until later, 

since the l atter a spects of pronu~ciation affect consonants and 

vow~ls mo re o r less heavily , they should al so be ta ugh t f.rom 

the teginn ing if they cons ti t ute learning p roblems. 
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Giinson (1980: 305) however, claims that the various elements of 

English pronunciation will offer differing degrees of 

difficulty according to the linguistic background of the 

learner. Teaching should obviously be concentrated on those 

features of English which are not found in the learner's native 

language. There are, however, certain basic characteristics of 

pronunciation which seem sufficietly specific to English to 

consistitute a priority for the great majority of learners. He 

places accentuation in the first place, claiming that for all 

learners, accentuation must provide the foundation on which any 

pronunciation course is built, because in connected speech 

unaccented syllables considerably outnumber those carrying 

primary or secondary accents. Compared with other languages 

the problems of English accentuation are especially great and 

will require prolonged emphasis. He points out that it is 

worth keeping in mind that, in ordinary connected speech, 

monosyllables account for more than 80% of words occuring, with 

words of two syllables coming next with 15%, three syllable 

words with nearly 3% and longer words occuring comparatively 

rarely. 

He then puts segmental systems in the second place, with sounds 

in context and intonation last. 

TO summarize the above mentioned opinions, it may be said that 

the teaching sequence must be organized in terms of priorities 

(based on usefulness and freauency) and degree of difficulty. 
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4.5.1. Teaching Sound Features Not Presented in Ll 

It is generally known that, with the system of the source 

language firmly established, learners (particularly adults) of 

another language apparently interpret the new phonological 

patterns through those of their native language. In China, 

with English as the target language, the students tend to use 

their own native speech-sound features as an acceptable 

equivalent to similar English sound features. 

So when considering the order of presentation, it may be 

advisable to take those features that are not present in the 

speakers native language into first consideration based on the 

degree of difficulty, and do not spend too much time on those 

items that a.re more or less similar or relatively easy for 

Chinese students to learn. For example, the problem of 

aspiration is not serious with the Chinese students as it is 

with some other Asian students), because in Chinese aspiration 

is a distinctive feature governing the meaning of a word: 

' 1. Pai (aspirated) = to send 

' Bai (unaspirated) = to defeat 

' 2. Tai (aspirated) = to much 
\ 

Dai (unaspirated) = to replace 

3. Kai (aspirated) = to open 

Gai (unaspirated) = should 

In the above three pairs of words, the meaning depends on 

aspiration. A~ a result, the Chinese students are sensitive to 
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this feature and can easily cor rect their mistakes, if they are 

told to . 

On the otber hand, consonant clusters do not exist in Chinese. 

These need to be taught and drilled. 

A consonant cluster may occur before or after the vowel, The 

Chinese students tend to i.nsert a vowel in it. For example, 

they tend to pronounce 

''film" as (51'tc11n.) 

" three" as ( e~i'ri l 

I 
"help" as ( he.l:,f' l 

"clean" as [K a
1Jin,) 

"fly" as [.fa 
1

/atl 

4.5.2. Using Similar Phonological Features of Ll to Facilitate 

Teaching L2. 

It can be predicted that a learner will use whatever previous 

experience he has had with language in order to fac ilitate the 

second language learning process. Sometimes the native 

language is negatively transferred, and interference has 

occured. Howevet·, it is necessary to remember that the native 

language of a foreign language learner sometimes can be used as 

a facilitator . Take ' pause' as an example. Pausing at the 

wrong place will change the mea ning o f a sentence . 

In this respect, Engl ish and Chinese are the same: 

-··~-.. -~, ... ~,..,,~··-·----·- --~---·"-· 
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English: Are you reading Macaulay? 

~ Are you reading the book by Macaulay? 

If the pause occurs between "reading" and "Macaulay", 

the utterance becomes: 

Are you reading, Macaulay? 

• Macaulay, are you reading? 

Chinese: The same thing happens when the division of 

sense group is different. 

'y' / r .._ / y-,/ 

1. Xia yu tian, liu ke tian; liu wo bu liu? 

Meaning: It's raining. The host should ask the 

guest to stay a bit longer. Would you like to ask me 

to stay? (It is a question asked by the guest.) 

2. 
'V / /, / vv." 

Xia yu tian, liu ke tian; liu wo bu liu. 

Meaning: The guest has been kept up in my house by 

the rain. The weather has made him stay, but I don't 

want to. (The host said to himself, expressing 

disapproval.) 

3. 
'J /.,' - / ""..;/ 

Xia yu tian, liu k~ tian; liu wo bu liu? 

Meaning: It is a ::ainy day. The host should ask me 

to stay a bit longer because of the weather. Are you 

going to ask me to stay? Yes, please do. {A 

dialogt.:e between the g~est and the host.) 

Thus, tlH! nativr.:: language of a learner sometimes can be pcsi-
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tively transferred, in which case the learner benefits from the 

facilitating effects of the Ll. 

4.6 ~he Teachi~1 o f Vowels and Consonants 

Traditionally, the consonants and vowels have been taught 

first; stress, rhythm and intonation later. The sounds cf a ny 

language are generally divided into twc main groups, vowels and 

consonants. 

4.6 . 1. Proportion of Consonants and Vowels 

Gimson (1980: 305) states that in running English speech vowels 

account for some 40% and consonants 60% o f the phonemes 

uttered. The fact that RP / ;;; and / i / have a frequency of 

occurence of 10 . 74% and 8.33% respectively, whereas /:> l / and 

/u~/ are comparatively rare, may assume some importance in the 

construction of drills. Similarly, it is noteworthy that among 

the consonants the alveolar phonemes occur most f requently and 

others less frequently . 

wh atever the relative frequency oe ac tual occurences of the 

items cor. ta ined i.n tJ-:e phoneme invi:;mtcr ies , the full s·.·stems :t . ' 

(20 V and 24 C, based on Gimson's analysis) are complex 

c:)mpared with the systems of many other languages. There are 
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also other choices of variants. This is to say, speakers have 

a certain amount of freedom to vary the way they pronounce 

words. 

4.6.2. Emphasis on Consonants 

While Gimson does not commit himself to giving a position of 

prominence to consonants in language teaching, H. v. George 

(1972: 86) has quite a different point of view, resulting from 

his examination of native speakers interpretation of vowels, 

diphthongs and triphthongs. He contends that some groups of 

native speakers of English, and many foreigners, recuce the 

triphthongs to diphthongs or to long singulac vowel sounds, 

e.g. I I representing both "fire" and n far u i I I 

representing "they're" and "there"; / / representing "tower", 

"far" and "tire", and he gives a list of other similar vowel 

reductions. 

He believes that such reductions do not greatly affect 

commu.nication among native speakers, though it is true to say 

that, by and large, a native speaker speaks most, and prefers 

to speak, with people who use the same inventory of souncls as 

his own. To that extent, comrounication is reduced for social 

reasons by tbe use of a particular inventory of sounds. He 

argues that this remark applies also to the use of a "standard" 

inventory • 

... --'(,•.... • ·- •. - .- - --................. •1•a1211i.adUl&alilllt:L~ILIM ~ !h.,u...·11'1-..·, ~e~ #t 1 . ~• 
~•r~-•Y"....-.•"-'::,.....,~..._____, 

. --~---·-·· 
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He uses the term 'homophony' to describe these reductions, and 

points out that many speakers of standard English fail to 

realize that the means of dealing with foreigners' homophony 

are just the same as these for dealing with homophony in 

standard. English, the means which are used so often that the 

native speaker is unaware that he is using them. 

unable to realize it because of prejudice. 

They are 

Re gives an example of the word bit and bite, and claims that 

though :Ji t cannot be distinguished from bit by p1·onunciation, 

the listener easily distinguishes them by his knowledge cf 

grammar, since the first bit must occupy the sentence position 

of a verb and the second must occupy a sentence position 

typical of a noun, and many homophonous forms are dealt with in 

this way. 

His conclusions then are: 

First, if the teacher has only a limited time to give to 

pronunciation, this time is better invested in consonant sounds 

than in vowel sounds. There is great latitude in pronunciation 

of vowel sounds without impairment of comprehension. ~Ost 

vowel sounds, in his opinion, cost 1:iore time and effort to 

identify than most consonant sounds, and contribute less to the 

comprehension of the message. 

Secor..dly, it is misleading to take referer.ce to meaning as 

reason for insistence en the full inventory of vowe l sounds. 
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His suggestions can be disputed; However, at least, they 

provide the teacher with one clue to making effective use of 

classroom time. 

4.6.3. Variability of Pronunciation 

From the above divergent suggestions, it is clear that 

variability is in the nature of ever-changing language. 

Foreign language teachers cannot dodge variability but must 

arrive at a realistic strategy for coping with it . 

As Broughton and Brumfit (1978: 56) point out variations are a 

source of difficulty when a foreigner encounters native English 

speakers after studying English pronunciation tor several years 

in bis own country. Since it is impractical for a teacher to 

teach more than one pronunciation in class (it is also beyond 

the teachers of English in China) and, in any case, most 

teachers tend to thi.nk of an ideal, careful way of speech when 

they are in the classroom, the students have a limited view of 

what the actual pronunciation of English is really like, 

Usually this affects their understanding more than their own 

speech. However, it does not matter if they habitually speak 

more carefully than native speakers. They will at least always 

r-e understood. 

For this reason, 3roughtcn and Erumfit suggest that teachers 

would be better to operate a double standarc in their 
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pronunciation teaching. For the students' own speech they can 

choose a conventional model which is optimally useful f or 

general understanding. But for the students' recognition of 

speech teachers mt)ch ensure that a good va.c iety of styles is 

used for practice. 

4. 7 Stress and AA·, thm 

Stress is the emphasis given to a particular syllable within a 

word or. to a particular word within a group of woz:ds. In 

individual wor:ds, stress is often referred to 'accent'. rt 

functions partly phonemically in words, and partly as a feature 

of longer phrases or s entences. Depending on the degree of 

stress, and the prominence thereby gi ven to one syllable rather 

than another, the fol lowing can be different words 'insert', 

'project', 'reject' and many others. 

Stress is a feature of words not only whe n the word contrasts 

phonemically with its min~nal partner, but also in g iving shape 

to a word as spoken. English does not ha ve as rigid a s ystem 

of stress patterning as some other languages, but there is 

still a fixed stress pattern f o r any pa .::ticular word (Broughton 

and Brumf it 1978). Learning this is simply a matter of 

experience. These are. only a f ew genera.iizat.:.ons to be made. 

on the whole, learne rs s:'.rnply have to get used to t ee sound 
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shape of a word with its stresses. It is vi ta.l that they do 

so, since they may be virtually unintelligible if they use the 

wrong stress patterns. 

4.7.l. Functions of Stress 

Stress is extremely important in signalling syntactic 

relationships in English (English Language Service, Inc:xii). 

An outstanding example is in the matter of noun compounding, 

and the learner should develop good control of phenomena like 

the difference between Black Bird (a bird that is black, of 

whatever species) and blackbird (one of the species that is so 

called, of whatever color - perhaps a newly hatched chick or 

even an albino specimen that happens to be white). Either word 

in the expression black bird can bear the primary stress, 

depending on the context. 

Neutral: I saw a large clack 'bird. 

Contrastive: I saw a 'black bird, not a 'brown one. 

The word referring to the species, 'blackbird, must always have 

the primary stress on the first syllable, while the second 

syllable has reduced stress (tertiary in most people ' s speech, 

occasionally secondary). There is no choice here; 'olackbird 

is an inseparable compound, not an adjective-noun combination 

or phrase. Examples: 

I saw a black 'bi.::d but it wasn't a 't,lackbird. 

Not all black 'birds are 'blackbirds . 

1 !iit~• YwbPlti&ildi asb.&u:bzi -
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4.7.2. Strong Form and weak Form 

In English, words are very strongly accented. The accented 

syllable receives greater force. 

receive correspondingly less force. 

The unaccented syllables 

This tendency in English 

results in various phonetic changes. In emphasizing the 

accented syllable, people automatically weaken the vowel values 

in the remaining unstressed syllables, Very often a vowel, 

when cccur ing in an unstressed syllable, is reduced from its 

normal values to the level of the neutral vowel schwa [ ]. 

This important principle of English speech is often difficult 

for Chinese students to understand. Fer Chinese students, in 

their native language, are taught to respect the quality of all 

~owels. So, in speaking English, they naturally assume that if 

they pronounce each syllable clearly and exactly, they will be 

better understood. Actually, the reverse is true. words in 

English are distinguishable ty rhythm as well as by sound. 

Consequently, the students will be much better understood if 

they stress the accented syllable stongly and obscure the 

remaining vowels. 

Although consonants do not have strong and weak forms, they 

also undergo changes in value, just as vowels do. They are 

subject to the influence of stress and also influenced by 

neighbouring sounds, undergoing process known as 

assimiliation. Thus one sound may be altered the s ound 

L .. ~i.!£.-.?--~.._..._.,-.,.._._.___,...., _..._.., __ .._.., .. ,....,,_,.,..,..., ..... ~ .-,~-----•- -------·· 
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which follows it (progressive assimiliat.ian). Ancthe, sound 

may be altered by the sound which precedes it (regressive 

assimilation). This process, assimilation, is a very common 

process, and is important in teaching English to Chinese 

students, because it does not occur in tone languages. 

It is worth noticing that in foreigners' speech, the use of the 

strong form where the native speaker would use the weak form 

can alter the speaker's meaning in a most serious matter, so as 

to make him or her unintelligible (Mayers, 1977:422). 

Examples: 

1, I know that cheese is expensive. 

weak form /Jrtt/ ~ cheese in general. 

I know THAT cheese is expensive. 

strong form /J~/ ~ that particular cheese. 

2. The speaker asked for questions. 

weak form /J a / 

The speaker asked four questions. 

strong form /.f ::i; / 

3. He's goir:g to fa!:",t, 

weak form /ta/ 
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He's going too fast. 

strong form ;t1...; / 

4. A: Those programmes are terrible. 

B: Some of them are all right. 

weak form /Nr /=disagreement. 

B: Some of them Are all right. 

strong fcrm /a:r/ ~ agreement. 

However, even when such confusion cannot arise, the use of the 

strong (stressed) form where an English person would use the 

weak torm has the effect of making the hearer wonder why the 

word is stressed and therefore presumably important in the 

speaker's mind. 

4 • 1 • 3 , Rhythm 

Stress also has the more important effect of emphasising or 

disrupting the usual rhythm of spoken English. As a feature of 

phrases and sentences, stress determines the rhythm of English, 

which is therefore said to be stress-timed. English speakers 

tend to make the stressed syllables o[ their utcerances come at 

roughly equal intervals of time, so t!"lat all the following 

sentences would take about ;:he sa:ne time to say because they 

have the same number cf stresses (i:respective of the mimber of 

.·.___ !htiL .: •. •••• •• • ~••••••~•• .r .. ,•. • ••..,.., •• • • •••~ • ••--••• • 
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syllables) e.g. 

I 'bought a 'car. (4 syllables} 

It's a •~ I 'bought. (5 syllables} 

But it's a 'car that I 'bouaht. (7 syllables) 

The unstressed syllables in longer utterances tend to be rushed 

and slLirred so that the total time taken remains the same as 

long as the number of stressed syllables is the same. In 

Chinese language, for example, each syllable is given equal 

time. Such a syllable-timed pronunciation of English gives a 

'machine-gun' impression. 

4.7.3.1. Stress-timed and Syllable-timed Languages 

D.S. Taylor (1981:219-225) points out that it has become 

traditional to classify languages according to whether they 

have syllable-timed or stressed-timed rhythm. Stressed timed 

rhytl'lm is said to occur when stressed syllables occur in the 

stream of speech isochronously, i.e. at equal intervals of 

time. Syllable-timed rhythm occurs when the syllables, whether 

stressed or unstressed, occur isochronously, or at equal 

intervals of time. English is classified according to this 

scheme among the stress-timed languages . 

Taylor also states tha.:: there are a number of factors 

influencing the perception of stress . The five tactors listed 

in his ,Hticle are: the length of syllable; loudness; pitch; 

·-··-
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the sound qualities occuring in syllables; anc the kinesthet:ic 

memories associated with the listener's own production of the 

syllables he is perceiving (based on the findings of D.B. Fry, 

19 5 8) • He points out that Fry's experiments indicated that 

pitch was the most important cue for the perception of s t ress, 

followed by duration. These e:xper iments were concerned with 

the perception of stress by native speake~s. It is less clear 

whether syllable pitch plays the same predominant role for 

non-native speakers . He thinks that as far as the re l ation 

between stress and rhythm is concerned, syllable duration has a 

more direct relation to the :-hythmic patterns of English and to 

the rhythmic difficulties encountered by non-native speakers o f 

English. 

Other studies that have been done on the correlation of 

syllable length and stress in English were ay Klatt (1975), who 

measured the length of segments in stressed and unstressed 

environments. Taylor notes that, based on Klatt's findings, 

some consonants were minimally longer in .stressed syllab2.es, 

others showed no difference. But stressed vowels 

strikingly longer than unstressed vowels. The average duration 

of stressed vowels was 132 msecs (milliseconds) , whereas the 

average duration of unstressed vowels, including schwa [ ] , was 

70 msecs. 

This finding is related to the tendency .:or stressed syllables 

in Z:ig:Lish to occur at roughly equal intervals of tin, 1 which 
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has already been mentioned. For this kind of rhythm to occur, 

stressed syllables must be longer than unstressed sy llables, as 

if all syllables are of approximately equal length we get 

syllable-t irned rhythm. So, the rela t ion be t ween duration and 

rhythm ·is fundamental, while other correlates of stress, 

especially pitch and intensity are of secondary importance. 

With these ideas of English stress and rhythm in mind, Taylor 

(1981:219} then examined the rhythm of non-na tive speakers more 

closely. He surveyed 49 speakers of 23 different native 

languages, both reading aloud and producing unscripted speech 

prompted by questions . The subjects were all experienced 

teachers of English in their respective countries, and 1.,,er.e 

just finishing a one-year c ou rse on the teaching of English 

overseas at the University of Leeds. Of the 49 subjects, 25 

were judged to have cons i derable difficulties with rhythm, e.g. 

sense and breath groups failed to coincide, and 15 out o f the 

25 had syllable-timed rhythm instead of stress-timed rhythm. 

The survey indicates that it might be expected that speake rs of 

syllable-timed l anguages wou l d tend to produce s y llable-timed 

rhythm in English, and the failure to make a suff icient 

difference in length betwe~n the vowels in s tre:sed and 

unst ressed syllables i s p r obably t he basic cause of 

syllable-timed rhythm among non-n2.tive speak e rs of English. 

'I'aylor points out at the same tir.ie, that we need a.:.so to take 

into account the influe nce o f tr:e written wore. In English 
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there is a complicating factor, the spelling system, which may 

account for some of the difficulties of rhythm that the 

langauge presents. He describes the English spelling system as 

something which discourages the use of reduced vowels and weak 

form, as it provides no means of differentiating between the 

quality of vowels in stressed syllables and strong forms and 

that of words in unstressed syllables and weak forms. The 

non-native speakers, he presumes, have been taught to regard 

English spelling as a phonemic system, albeit a very imperfect 

one. This leads them to expect that each written symbol, or 

letter, will be produced in more or less the same way each time 

it cccur s. AJl\ong other. things this will lead learners to 

expect that the length of a given sound varies little, in so 

far as it is represented regularly by the same letter. 

4.7.3 2. Summary. 

The implication of Taylor's survey can be summarized as follows; 

1. Teachers "need to be aware of the role cf vowel 

length in matters of stress and rhythm, and of the 

important function of rhythm as an organizing 

principle, coding information into coherent chunks 

which the listener can easily deal with" . 

2. Teachers "need to be aware of the influence of the 

--~----~ 
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writ ten word on language learners , and of the true 

nature of the English writing systemh. 

3. '!'eachers need to be aware of "making explicit the 

facts of English on which its rhythm depends", as for 

non-native speakers, this is extremely hard to learn. 

4. Teachers should pay attention to "grouping stressed 

and unstressed syllables, the tendency to isochronous 

stresses, vowel length variation as a concomitant of 

stress, and vowel length in general". 

5. "If learners can be taught to obse.r:ve correctly the 

principle of g.radation i:i English, this will almost 

automatically ensure that correct rhythm is achieved." 

4.8 Intonation 

The spoken form of language consists not only of variations in 

sounds and stress/rhythm patterns, but also of significant 

changes in the musical pitch of the voice. 

One should be careful to distinguish clearly between stress and 

pitch. Stress is associated with rhythm. Variations in stress 

give rise to rhythm in language. Stress and the resultant 

rhythm ,;row out of the grammar of a language. 

stable and fairly predictable . 

Thus rhythm is 

JIMIWIRJI.IS&M d,.., 
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Changes in pitch, on the other hand, result in varying 

intonation patterns. Pitch is often a pei:sonal or .individual 

matter, especially at advanced levels (this is also true of 

native speakers) Pitch and the resultant intonation thus show 

great ,variation in form. 

various emotional overtones, 

In addition, tbey frequently carry 

4.8.1, Function of Intonation 

The function of intonation in English is very different from 

its role in a tone language such as Chinese, where it is 

phonemic in distinguishing words from each other just as 

consonants or vowels and consonants, but between different 

words because cf a fixed difference in pitch level. 

common example is the morpheme 'ma', e.g. 

The most 

Ma ma ma ma ma. 

(pockmarked) (Mama) ( Scold) (Horse) 

Meaning: The pockmarked Mama scolded the horse. 

In English, the chief function of pitch variation is related to 

the whole sentence, which may consist of one or more words. it 

conveys attitudinal or emotional meaning and is very closely 

tied to the context of an utterance (Gimson, 1930). 

Lantolf (1976 :267-274) in his article points out that some 

linguists, such as Dwight Eolinger, maintain tha - intonation is 

net as essential to communication as other aspects of 

m saw: atlWWWI N.t"mra 
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language. tantolf quotes Bolinger's statement as follows: 

"If intonation were central to communication, we would 
not understand someone who speaks in a monotone; and 
so far as our comprehension of written language is due 
to its being a faithful reproduction of speech, we 
could not read." 

Other linguists such as Leon and Martin (1972:140) assert that 

intonation is often relegated to secondary status within the 

phonolbgy of a language because it carries an extremely reduced 

amount of information. Consequently, all of them contend that 

intonation is more difficult to l earn than the rules of grammar 

which supposedly in most instances carry mace information. 

4.8.2. Recent Development of Teaching Methods. 

Lantolf (1976) in his paper, also stat.es that it was not until 

1940' s that intonation was even recognized by American 

linguists as an integral part of the sound structure of 

language. He then describes a recently developed method of 

teaching intonation, ir. which the student is not cnly aural ly 

exposed to intonation contours but he is provided with a visllal 

representation of the patterns as well, e.g. us i ng a bipartite 

presentation with t.he help of the oscilloscope by Rose Marie 

Vardaniam; or using an apparatus called "speech 

auto-instructional device" (SAID) by Lane and Buiten; and Leon 

and Martin have developed at the University of Toronto a dev ice 

foe teaching intonation called a "visualizer". 

One difficulty '-'i '.::h al l t~e th.:-,:e techniques described abo ve is 

_...__...,..__. ___________ _ 
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that they are primarily intended for individualized instruction 

and would not: be readily adaptable for: use in large class. 

Furthermore, t.he expense invclved in setting up such a system 

is substantial • 

.. 

4.8.3. Commonality of Intonation - the Rising and Falling Pitch 

There has been, in recent years, a great deal of attention 

given to pitch and intonation in the teaching of English as a 

second language. Some modern texts are full oE all kinds of 

strange up and down markings, in the eyes of Chinese students, 

designed to describe the various intonation patterns of English 

speech, It may be said that th is subject on the one hand is 

simple and on the other is too subtle and complex for analysis, 

even by experts. 

Take the word "now", in a situation of answering a question as 

to when we are leaving . We might answer in a matter-of-fact 

tone: "Now", with the voice trailing off at the end of the 

word. The intonation is said to fall. This gives the listener 

the idea that the speaker has finished speaking. On the other 

hand, if someone asks us to do something which we are not 

disposed to do immediately, we might answer "Now?" with the 

voice rising. The listene.r i;nrnediai:ely knows that a ques_tion 

is being asked. Some emotion may also be involved, 

_. -~hiMWM·i ,,., Ii f . ,. --· jtfijiliffflli"amNRB'SJAiSJM&¥44431Cli\ It 4 ., fflfflIMtHl?tm -.Z:.~Mll t#MitiiPt1tli#iiA--ki fC&ADh~ 
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According to Dixson (1975 :101-2), generally, the same 

principles of intonation apply in all languages. Any student 

learning English, therefore, will follow these simple basic 

intonation patterns without too much difficulty. In Chinese we 

also use falling or rising intonation to get the similar effect 

and express similar emotion. 

Take the following sentence for example: 

' / '-i V 
Zhe pian wenzhang henhao. 

(this piece article very good) 

This article is very good. 

If we read this sentence with variation of intonation or place 

stress on different words, the meaning is changed; 

1. Zhe pian wenzhang ... henhao \, o hesitation 

2. Zhe pian wenzhang hen ..• hao\., exclamation 

3. Zbe pian wer.zha ng henhao \," contrast 

(That one is not good) 

4 • Zhe pian wenzhang henhao \,, really very good 

5. Zhe pian wenzhang henhao /" ? question 

6. Zhe pian wenzhang henhao /\, surprise 

7. Zhe pian wenzhang henhao /' ., (rise abruptly to a 

high pitch) doubt 

8. Zhe pian wenzhang henhao \, (fall quickly to a low 

pitch) affirmation 
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Note: Rise or fall all occur at the end of the sentence. 

Tone marks a.re omitted in the sentence. " is a 

stress mark, put under the word which is stressed. 

(Quoted from the textbook compiled by Department of Chinese of 

Beijing University, 1979.) 

Dixson (1975) claims that the following two principles govern 

all basic intonation patterns in English, and all any foreign 

student needs to -~now about intonation and all he needs to be 

taught: 

1. All completed statements I including commands, end with 

a downward glide of the voice en the last accented 

syllable. Questions beginning with interrogative words 

such as When, Where, Why, since these words in 

themselves indicate that the statement is a question, 

generally follow this principle. 

2. All statements indicating incompleteness, doubt, er 

hestitation eiid with an upward glide of the voice on 

the last accented syllable. In this category are 

included all questions which may be answered by 'yes' 

or I no 1 
• 

According to his opinion to go beyond these two simple 

principles in teaching intonation to foreign students is simply 

to belabour the subject. If teachers plot out all kinds o: 

intricate intonation patterns and drill students up and down on 

D j 
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various pitch levels, much valuable class time, which can 

better be spent on more fundamental matters, is lost in this 

way. 

Intona'tion, if studied in detail, is subject matter for very 

advanced students only. The beginning or even intermediate 

students have all they can do to recognize the basic sounds of 

English, let alone pay attention to its various intonation 

patterns. Probably a simple introduction to intonation can be 

presented at the lower levels, but it is senseless to treat 

intonation as extensively as some authorities now recommend. 

4.9 Princioles of Pronunciation Correction 

Teaching pronunciation in China is no easy task. Because of 

differences in ability to hear and to mimic, and lack of 

opportunity to hear native speech frequently, many students may 

be hindered in their efforts to develop a ,near-native accent. 

What are the implications for language teachers in this 

observation of the difficulty of teaching native-speaker 

proficiency in pronunciation? Should we abdicate formal 

responsibility, given the prediction tbat full success is 

highly unlikely? Or should we conclude that "man's reach must 

exceed bis grasp", and use native speaker ccmpetence only as an 

ideal to guide students of limited aptitude toward whatever 

approximation to the model they are capable of achieving? 

- .. ·• .,:,;,.;;,-..: ~~~--:::- f.:• .~ • .. Y. ~~ •---•-~ ·' ,. "~•• • • -~ 
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As teachers we must not give up hope that a non-native speaker 

can acquire a near-native accent, since nowadays, children 

sta~t to learn English at an early age, Teachers must see that 

most students at least can develop an accent which is 

acceptable to a native speaker and learn to recognise phonemic 

distinctions so that they can comprehend what the native 

speaker is saying. Quite a number of such students have 

already emerged from our foreign language institutions. 

Teachers must remember that whether students do in fact acquire 

these skills is dependent on the teachers' understanding cf the 

bases of speech production, or their careful and conscientious 

drilling of these areas where the native language and the 

foreign language most distinctly diver.ge, and on the frequent 

use of tapes recorded by native speakers when the teachers 

themselves do not have near-native facility with the language. 

Techniques of correction a re also very important. The 

following points of approach to teaching pronunciation are 

adapted from Parish's article (1977:314-0317), which might be 

instructive and useful to teachers of English in China. 

1. Frequency of car rection: If pronunciation is an 

integrated part of language control, it should not be 

overdone, any more than any othec segment of the 

languaga., grammatical or lexical or ,,.,1hatever. It is a 

continual, on-going process, c1nd should be "less but 

often". 

11 iliil!. • watot -a, .. ,-, bi 
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Intensity of correction: If an elernen t of the sound 

system is especially important, the teacher should show 

how important it is, demonstrating to students the 

consequences of interchanging sounds and how they cause 

misunderstanding or noncommunication. 

3. Importance of e:xact imitation: There are many things 

to imitate in trying to reproduce the teacher's 

utterance. Sometimes the teacher is constrained to 

emphasize a specific feature, and perhaps the students 

are content to follow that lead. Nevertheless, the 

teacher must continually remind the students of the 

"other" el err.en ts ( for adult students) . Experience may 

dictate shortcuts in correction, but it should not be 

the case that the students are directed to modify their 

rhythm or intonation or stress only at infrequent 

intervals. 

4. Compromise in correction: Teachers must recognize that 

partial, irregular, or: even recidivistic progress as 

normal and expected. Once-for-all intensive bouts with 

the student's aberrant pronunciation simply do not 

work. compromise here does not mean giving up hope, 

but "we 1ll keep working at it". 

5. S imp lie i ty of explanat~on: use simple and less 

terminology. 
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6. Sound/letter correspondence: Teaching the students the 

elements that are reasonable consistent in their 

sound/letter relationship, and encourage them to 

guess. Reading and writing are obviously 

interrelatable with the oral skill, and each can feed 

the other. 

7. Preciseness in correction: Explicit, focused 

statements are necessary if the student is not to think 

that either hearing is defective or the teacher doesn't 

know what she/he is talking about. 

8. Contrastive information: Teachers of English in China 

can make use of the knowledge of their mother tongue to 

predict and analyze the interference, so that the 

students can understand better. 

9. Dialect relativity: There are a fair number of decent 

universally acceptable, imitation-worthy dialects of 

English spoken in America, in England, and in other 

countries. Side by side with the teacher's desire to 

stablize and standardize student pronunciation of 

English, the teacher must recognize student 

pronunciation of English, the teacher must re,;::ognize 

the validity and value of dialects other than the, one 

she/he is most familiar and comfortabl~ ~ith. 

fJf'.~611l!IJlliMl!.t,~-™ ~ ltdl!OJ;{ae;_g_ &-.d!t&L&&&kW zctzazu,~ 
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There are many guides to teaching pronunciation, each with 

helpful suggestions about kinds of drills, lists of minimal 

pairs, identification of problem areas for particular language 

groups, useful and detailed articulatory descriptions, hints 

about presentation in detail and in general. The teacher who 

controls these skills may find classroora life both happier and 

more successful. 

. - " 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Pronunciation is a most basic unit but al.so a most difficult 

aspect of language learning. It is most basic because the 

essence of language is sound. If the sound is wrong, the 

meaning of the utterance will be different. However, the 

teaching of English pronunciation in China has not received as 

much attention as othet aspects of English teaching, 

particularly at the primary and secondary school levels, the 

crucial stage of foreign language learning. This situation has 

probably arisen because pronunciation has been considered a 

separate skill to be dealt with later at the tertiary level. 

Consequently, it has not been well integrated in the teaching 

of languages right from the very beginning. 

Most frustrating is the observation that when mature students 

try seriously to imitate a foreign pronunciation model, and 

when the expertise is available to offer technical assistance, 

they will demonstrate the physical capacity for a quite 

satisfactory production. But the minute the students' 

attention is diverted to the content of the message, the 

pronunciation control loosens, and native language influence 

reappears to produce a heavy speech accent. Adult learr:ers 

seem to have the.fr cultural identification firmly i.mplar:~ed, 

and their language follows this identification. 
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Consequently it seems advisable to promote the teaching of 

accurate pronunciation from the earliest stages of language 

instruction, that is to say, as early as primary school. Such 

instruction will enable students not only to gain the immediate 

satisfaction of speaking, in however limited a way, the foreign 

language, but also to lay a sound foundation for further study 

at a later stage. 

In the context of the Chinese educational system, English plays 

an important role in training personnel who will be able to 

keep abreast of the technology the country needs whet.her by 

reading foreign journals or by studying and war-king overseas. 

Educators and teachers of English need to devise curricula for 

the effective training of qualified teachers of English in 

particular, so that more students who have a good command of 

English will be available to meet the increasing needs of ot:r 

country, Pr.onunciation is an essential part of such curricul a. 
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